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Leave college tuitions alone

I

f the rationale behind creation of Kentucky's system
of public universities was to
make a college education accessible to the masses, something
has gone seriously wrong.
During the past several years,
the state has imposed a series of
budget cuts upon its institutions of
higher learning, including the 2 .
percent budget "deferral" most
state agencies were ordered to
make.
· These cuts, most of them due to
tax collections falling short of revenue projections, have forced state
universities ... to seek other
sources of revenue to compensate
for the loss of tax dollars that were
already plugged into their budgets.
Of course, the first alternate
source of revenue usually considered is tuition increases. But, as a
recent hearing held on the Eastern
Kentucky University campus suggested, universities might have
gone to that well one time too
many.

Several students who spoke
during a hearing conducted by the
state Council on Higher Education ,
said they are stretching their financial resources to the limit now to
pay tuition and fees.They said an
increase . in tuition would probably
force them to drop out of school.
H the schools cause current students to drop out, tuition increases
will be counterproductive from an
economic perspective. The state's
universities might end up no better
off financially by increasing tuitions but collecting it from fewer
students.
· Whatever the universities must
do to cope with budget shortfalls, it
should be done without interfering
with the school's basic mission,
which is to make a college education available to the broadest possible segment.
-The Richmond Register

These condensed guest editorials
do not necessarily reflect the viewpoint of the Herald-Leader.
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UK Pre----s1'dent
· d
rel'terates nee
to raise state
co 11 ege tUI't'ions

undergraduate students by $60_ a
semester at all of UK's commuruty
colleges except Lexington Community College, where tuition would .
not rise; by $50 a semester at the
six regional universities; and by
$100 a semester ·at UK and the
University of Louisville. Tuition for
graduate and out-of-state students
also would increase.
Presidents of the seven other
By Dottle Bean
state-supported universities also
Herald-Leader Staff writer
support Option Two. The higher
1f state university tuitions are
tuition would bring in an estimated
not raised this fall, students could .
$20 million more a year for the
face tuition increases of 20 percent
eight schools.
.:,
to 30 percent in the 1994-95 school
UK's
Student
Government
Asyear, University of Kentucky Presisociatioo
Senate
passed
a
resolution
dent Charles Wethington said yesthis week opposing the increase and
terday,
.
the annual setting of tuition rates.
Wethington reaffirmed his supTuition was already expected to
port for a proposal to review and
increase by smaller amounts in 'the
set tuition rates at state-supported
fall. The Student Government Assoinstitutions annually rather than
ciation said students are not preevery two years. The Kentucky · pared for additional increases for
Council on Higher Education will
the 1993-94 school year.
consider the proposal Feb. 8.
On oilier topics~ .. _ _
Wethington also supports an· • UK has managed state;Jnidget
other provision of the proposal· I~ts of.'more than $?6 _milli~ durthat the anmcil .wouJd,· rontinue
1 mg an 18-month. ~ ; , WJthout .
taking into acmunt· the state's. per· • I hurting the quality of education,
· capita income when setting the
but ."we are, at lhfi point where.
rates. -~ 1:-•- HFn":l :-:1Ur i~~-~·~)J!t' ~
further cuts'will:~)he p :
The ~;w'Jfj\:~~j ~iip;.
ty'' of W,'·W:etbmgton-ml:.'.''' )';.,_,
ports is one of tllRle tlie councll'is
considering·

increase,

• He and U of L President Donald Swain have agreed to cut back
enrollments at the state's two dental
schools.
.
Wethington said he hopes this
will ward off attempts to close one
of the two schools, a proposal that
the Council on Higher Education is
also expected to act on Feb. 8.
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Co-op zaps
MSbwith
bill error
I

Claims radio station
undercharged since '71
MSU filed when it asked
Mains to· keep the company
from turning off the juice to
the radio station.

By JIM ROBINSON
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A Grayson
electric company says Morehead State University owes it
more than $123.000 because of
a 22-year-old billing mistake.
The Grayson Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp. is claiming
it has mistakenly billed MSU
only half as much as it should
have since 1971 for the electricity it supplies to the transmitter for the university's
radio station, WMKY.
Rowan Circuit Judge William Mains stopped the utility
Tuesday from following
through on its threat to pull
the plug on WMKY after the
company and the school
reached an impasse in negotiations over the bill.
The standoff caine after
MSU said it was not legally
authorized to pay most of the
bill.
Grayson RECC originally
claimed last March that MSU
owed it·. $144,677.28. Last summer, MSU paid $15,737.19 to
satisfy-the .back bills for fiscal
,·ears 1990. 1991 and 1992.
· But the school contends that
. state statute prohibits it from
paying back bills prior to fiscal year 1990-91.
what boils· down to an argument over conflicting state
laws. MSU maintains it's prohibited from paying claims
more than two years cild,
while Grayson RECC said
state law requires electric cooperatives to collect for the:
electricity they sell.
J. Gary Bale, a Lexington
lawyer representing MSU, said
the school is not disputing the
fact that it was undercharged
by Grayson RECC since 1971.
MSU. however, maintains
the only way. the remainder· of
the bill could be paid is if the
General Assembly agrees to
appropriate.the money.
The issue canie to a: head in
December when the ·utility
~tarted applying MSU's payment for current electric service to · the back .. .h\11 and
threatening .to_ cut off' ~ice,
according )o. court papers:
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The school's December payment of $1,329.02 to the company was applied to the
$871.11 plus interest Grayson
RECC says MSU owes it for
the next 234. months to repay
the back bill, according to the
papers.

Mains prohibited enjoined
the _utility from shutting off
service to the radio station becaus~ it would have ''profound
miur10us effects on WMKY "
possibly jeopardizing the no~commercial station's license
and funding.
Grayson RECC provides
el_ectricity to the radio station's Rowan County transmitter under a contract agreed
to in 1971 and renewed in 1986.
Jeffrey Scott, a Grayson attorney representing the utility, said a combination of
human and mechanical error
led the company to undercharge MSU.
The error was discovered
la~t March during a companywide meter replacement program, he said.
.
'!'he company found it was ·
usmg a multiplier that was
half as large as it should have
been to calculate how much
electricity the station was consuming, he said.
. Mains has given- the two
sides 50 days to submit arguments so he can decide
whether MSU will have to pay
the money.
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Ex-EKU accountant
guilty of embezzlement
By Chris Poore
Central Kentucky bureau

A former Eastern Kentucky
University accountant has pleaded
guilty to 59 counts of embezzling
more than $170,000 from the EKU
Foundation.
Doug Perry, 44, who was to go
on trial Monday, pleaded guilty
Thursday during a motion hearing.
He could receive a maximum
term of 20 years in prison when he
is sentenced by Judge William T.
Jennings on Feb. 18, said Assistant
Commonwealth's Attorney David
W. Smith.
Smith said Perry was not offered a plea bargain; he pleaded
guilty to all charges in the Nov. 19
indictment
Police allege that in 1987 Perry
began writing checks to himself
from the EKU Foundation, a clearinghouse for donations to the university.
The indictment said Perry
wrote two checks to himself in
November and December 1987, totaling $2,500. In 1988 he wrote two
more checks. By last year, he was

writing checks twice a mol}th, according to the indicttnent
Investigators said Perry ran the
checks through a signature machine
with the stamp of his supervisor,
university Vice President Earl
Baldwin.
Baldwin, who had worked with
Perry since 1978, discovered the
checks and turned him in.
The checks from the foundation
ranged from $500 to $6,500.
Perry's arrest Oct 7 and his
resignation the same day brought
to an end a series of purchases by
Perry and his wife, Shellye, that
investigators think were tied to the
theft charges. The couple bought a
home and paid off the mortgage on
another home. Since 1989, the Perrys also bought three cars.
Perry's annual salary as an
accountant was $32,000. His wife
was a temporary social worker for
the Madison County school system
until this year.
Perry remains free on bond,
Smith said. He paid 10 percent of a
$100,000 bond to be released from
the Madison County Detention Center the night he was arrested..
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WKU staff traded.
scholarship for free
motels, report says
By CYNfHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer
BOWLlNG GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University's football
coaches got discounted and free
motel rooms on recruiting trips in
exchange for giving the son of a
motel management executive a football scholarship - even though the
son had virtually no contact with
the football program, a report released this week by Western's department of public safety says.
When Christiaan Volkert of Boca
Raton, Fla., came to Western as a
freshman in 1989, his father Leon
Volkert, president of Summit Hotel
. Management Co., began arranging
for Western's football coaches to
stay in free or discounted rooms
while on recruiting trips, the report
said. The rooms were at various
Days Inns across the country, it
said.
Christiaan Volkert told campus
police that he had no involvement
with Western's football program,
"other than to work with their computer for about 15 minutes one
day," the report says.
The university police officer who
investigated the matter and wrote
the report, Capt. Richard Kirby, said
the arrangement saved Christiaan

Volkert and his brother Gable, who
apparently received other reimbursements, $18,829 in tuition and
some fees before it ended in the fall.
Some .assistant coaches interviewed by Kirby said the deal saved
"thousands of dollars," the report
said.
..
"It was a good deal for the coaching staff," said Kirby in an interview, 11but I'm not sure it was a
good deal for the university."
The matter came to light during
an investigation into alleged misuse
of Western's "supercard" program.
Under the debit card program, students and other users deposit money intci an account before using the
card to pay for purchases from
Western's bookstore and cafeterias.
Wednesday, a Warren County
grand jury indicted a former assistant director of Western's food services, Howard P. "H.P." Lindsey, on
theft charges after Kirby found that
some Western coaches, students
and maintenance workers were given supercards without having to deposit any money. Lindsey is accused
of creating fictitious account balances for the cards.
Both Volkert students had supercards created in that fashion, according to Kirby's report.
Kirby noted that this matter was
also "made available" to the grand
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Gun discharges, wounds school visitor
MOREHEAD - A prospective student attending an open house
at Morehead State University was wounded when a handgun
accidentally went off, university officials said.
The youth, from Owenton, was hospitalized overnight for
observation. His name was not released.
Saturday afternoon, the youth and three others were getting into
his car in a school parking lot when a .38-caliber pistol slid from
under the front seat to the back, according to a police report.
One of the youths picked it up. As he passed it to the front, the
pistol went off, a school release said. The bullet passed through the
driver's seat and lodged in the victim's back, according to the release.
The young men drove themselves to St Clair~ Medical Cen~
and the hospital notified Morehead State Pubhc Safety, which
investigated.
·
Officials said the gun allegedly belonged to one of the youth's
parents.
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The author: Donna Ford-'
Harris, professor of family studies at the. University of Ken-,
tucky;

Jury, out no reiatea tncuctments

were returned.
An official with the National Col•
lege Athletic Association said the
arrangement did not appear to violate any NCAA regulations.
"It may be someone else's problem within the institution, but it
wouldn't mean anything for me,"
said ·David Berst, NCAA assistant
executive director for enforcement.
"You can award a football grant-inaid to anyone you want to, as long
as you aren't hiding wrestlers in the
football program, or football players
in a baseball program."
And as long as Western's athletic
department was aware of the motel
room deal, Berst said, that would be
enough to meet NCAA regulations
requiring a school to retain control
of its recruiting expenses.
Lou Marciani, Westem's athletic
director since 1991, said he didn't
know if coaches were still receiving
free rooms. He said he couldn't
comment on arrangements made
"before I arrived," but stressed that
his associate athletic director for
compliance, Pam Herriford, had
told him that Western had not ~om•
mitted any NCAA violations.
According to the campus· police
report, Leon Volkert told Kirby in
September that he had agreed to
the deal when contacted by West•
em's previous football coach, Dave
Roberts, who is now at Northeast
Louisiana University. The report
said Volkert was surprised to hear
the arrangement questioned, and
was quoted as saying "I assumed
after Christiaan was on scholarship
for three years, it couldn't be like
George Bush and the Iran-contra
thing (because) several people
would have known about it."
After Roberts left, according to
the report, Christiaan Volkert "sat
down with" his successor, Jack Harbaugh, and "ran through everything, but never got into specifics."
The report says Harbaugh called
Volkert an "equipment manager''
and quotes the football coach as
saying "I know he was on some
kind of compensation through our
athletic department, but whether
food was included in that, I don't

know."
Neither Volkert student is receiving the benefits now, Kirby said.
Leon Volkert paid both tuitions this
fall, after reading last spring that
.Western's football program faced fl.
nancial difficulties. Campus police
canceled the Volkerts' supercards in
the fall, during the investigation of
Lindsey, and Christiaan Volkert had
moved· out of his free dorm room
after one semester. The report says

he also has been paying for his
books.

Education remains whites' realm, experts say
Gifted blacks must 'lead two lives,' professor says
By Robert Kaiser
and Brenda Rios
Herald-Leader staff writers

As a gifted schoolgirL Donna Ford
learned her lessons well: Math. English. Science.
Anxiety. Alienation.
Now, Donna Ford-Harris, an assistant professor at the University of
Kenrucky, has published a new srudy
that's captured the attention of the
national news media.
Her study, released last week,
found that gifted blacks often perform
poorly in grade school because they
are wracked by feelings of stress,
anxiety and "fear about being different" from their classmates.
Ford-Harris' findings are in line
with those of other educators and
researchers.
Black children have to "act white"
to succeed, especially in advanced
classes, said Richard Greene, associate
principal of the Lexington Traditional
Magnet School.
"People get offended by that, but I
can't go to the bank to borrow money
and talk like I'm talking to someone
on Georgetown Street," said Greene,
director of the Minority Enhancement
Program.
"I've got to know the standard
English that is spoken by the majority
of the people, who are white."

Feelings of alienation
As a frightened teen-ager 16 years
ago Ford-Harris, who is black, left
- '
Cleveland, Ohio, public
schools for a mostly white private
girls' school.
"They snubbed the scholarship
srudents and African-American students," she said of her classmates.
Administrators routinely checked
the lockers of black and scholarship
srudents for stolen items, she. said.
Ford-Harris, feeling anxious and
alienated, let her grades drop from
mostly A's to B's and C's. "I had to
prove myself constantly. I couldn't
handle it." She returned to public
schools the next year.
Gifted black srudents, Ford-Harris says, ''may have fear about
being different because they are
both gifted and African-American."
She found that as many as 80
percent of the fifth- and sixth-grade
pupils surveyed did not do as well
as they could in school. Many
lagged behind because they were
afraid other blacks might accuse
them of "acting white."
Her son, Khyle, a seventh-grade
student at mostly white Morton
Middle School, has heard the same,
she said. He is an underachiever
who spends perhaps too much time
socializing so he can feel as though
he fits in, she said.

The struggle to flt In
Being successful in an advanced
program means many black students have to change - they learn
to chllnge their diction and understand a different type of hwnor.
Greene, of Lexington Traditional, thinks children tease kids who

are smart because they·aie kfeping·
in touch with the social skills they

need to survive in their own neighborhoods.
"If I'm living in the projects,
what we do in the projects is totally
different than what kids do in
Hartland If you're dealing with
· kids from Hartland all day, you
pick up on some of that and you
carry it back - so now you stand
out," he said.
Some people get so hung up on
trying to blend back into their
neighborhood that they let go of the
behavior needed to succeed in
school.
·
Greene tries to teach children
how to function in both school and
home environments. "The most desirable position to be in is bicultural," he said

'Leading two lives'
For many blacks, going to
school requires "leading two lives,"
says Signithia Fordham, assistant
professor of anthropology at
Rutgers University in New Jersey.
Fordham has written a book
about the students at an almost allblack high school in Washington,
D.C., where she conducted a study
similar to Ford-Harris'. The students devoted little time to schoolwork, and teachers reported they
didn't work very hard.
Fordham blamed the school,
whose curriculwn ignored black
culture and history and whose
structure seemed to snub black
teachers. Although almost all the
faculty was black, white teachers
held the plwn jobs and taught most
of the advanced classes, Fordham
said.
Faison Hayse, 19, of Lexington,
thinks black children would learn
more if black history were included
in their education. "We never hear
about people like WE.B. Du Bois,"
said Hayse, who graduated from
Lafayette High School in 1992.

A mixed message
Although blacks have more opportunities than ever in the real
world, Fordham said, the face of
education is as white as ever. The
lesson blacks learn in school is that
the world is an unaccommodating
place where even bright blacks lose
out to whites in the job market.
Sometimes that notion is reinforced by what they see in their
communities.
Nathanial Robinson of Lexington knows the adversity blacks face
when they seek employment. Robinson, who graduated from UK with a
degree~in social work in 1980, is a
custodian at the Carver Neighborhood Center.
Robinson tries to instill the
value of an good education in the
children he meets at the center. "!
want them to know that it's not
. what you do, it's who you are," he
said. "A degree tells me I could do

it"

· But many of the youths who see
Robinson sweeping while they play
basketball remain unconvinced that

a degree means anything.
"It's not an issue of having to
fix the kids,'~ Fordham sau:L "We

need to alter or revise the core
curriculwn so African-American
students d.on't have to make a ·
choice.
"The way we've set it up, we
say, 'You can either be successful or
you can be black.' "
Black students are not encouraged to take advanced classes, said
Jamie Smith, 17, a junior at Lexington's Henry Clay High School. Eric
Mitchell, a senior at Henry Clay,
thinks teachers do not push black
students as hard.
Most black students may feel
more comfortable in the less challenging classes because they are not
alone, said Smith, one of few minority students in advanced classes at
the school.

Feeling peer pressure
Tamicha Gerton, a Henry Clay
freshman who takes advanced English, and Law and Justice classes,
feels pressure from peers who are
not in the advanced classes.
Black students tell her she is
acting white, she said, because of
the classes she takes, the way she
. speaks and even her spot on the
cheerleading team.
No one has ever told Smith she
was acting white because she was
doing well academically. But, she
said, "sometimes, people will say
things like 'Look at Miss straight-A

studeiltl"
Mitchell plans to go to a black
college where he thinks he will get
a better education.
"If I go to a black university, I
wouldn't have to compete so much,"
he said.
Karen Webb, an assistant professor of education at UK, played
down the effect of peer pressure on
blacks who underachieve in school.
"Negative peer pressure, I think
that's very real," Webb said, "but I
think it's very real because there's a
sense that the school culture is
inhospitable. And if it's inhospitable, should we really try to become
a part of it?"
Deneese Jones, also an assistant
professor of education at UK, said
academic underachievement is not
just an issue of race or eth~ic
background. "What I ~ happenm,g
moreso in Kentucky 1s (academtc.
performance based on) socioeconomic differences."
But Ford-Harris has seen firsthand the effects of peer pressure
and race on performance and success.
Even now, in her early 30s,
Ford-Harris endures pressure from
her peers to honor her heritage by
rejecting things associated with upper-middle-class whiteness. She
rolls her eyes in exasperation as she
recalls how a friend accused her of
being "bourgeois" for buying a
Mercedes-Benz.
Even now she feels compelled to
explain herself.
''I bought a Benz," she says,
shrugging, "because I wanted a safe

car."
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History
expert
looking
ahead
Professor
leaving MSU
for simple life
By JIM ROBINSON
:. ',·:··_,_ .. ,:./.:·
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT /· •:s•.;::,-
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MOREHEAD -'- If you:;ston>i
in a Louisville fast food .'·'res.'i,'.;
.
,. '
taurant sometime next: year,.
r,
don't be surprised , if you're.,{;
greeted by a bookish,' ~jpd,Jtf:I)
aged blond man wearmgr,~:,,~
~

Rolex:

_•

'

.\u·r0••1 ,.

. -\t;J.;''~f;O:~

That would ··be · Mo~e\i!).~~;'k
State University hi~f0l'.Yi~TTi;;~
fessor John Kleber;(ff!if~.5~':tfr,
year-old editor of the ',wildly~·
successful Kentuck_Y, 1,J;:n.c,Y~!o.':·Y.
pedia, mdulgmg h1s,.a!Tec_tjon)/
for.,thi! simple, deliberate: /if!!·:-·•.·
stylec{\)f, f!enry, David,!'.;l'!1p.~_ij~]!;l:4,
ancfR~)JJhJVaj!f~ Em~rs?n:• 1·"1N
i,KleP!J.1:if~1'h~;J?-l~J½;'HrW , :··
tir~{.n~i.:t:,'ear,fr\lrnc~~S'*4fi,ir! ,!_"_•~
a-year •job: aft~i\,2~''.Y.~~- 'iit,71
MS{! :a~d,, be~\!],;Ns,;~,;\tr,~~t!,</.~~}
''$6!l}eth1ng1 s1m_~~e.~{1~~?ft-?f!!{1~t;

J?!IJ.1t~

'"I want·fo ,see,Y,8fAO)lS:0
of llfe," Kleber :;,flltl','Jn\~;,~t{t~;t{
cent interview at" his offlce1 1µ. ,·
Rader Hall. "And. I. want to-·
, turn my back on teaching:· Not :
that I'm unhappy with ·it, but~
it's time to change. !'in in ·dart!·•
ger of getting very stale.'..' 1"'!~· .
Kleber's planned desc_ent
into anonymity - which: he
says will include stints _v,9rk: ing · at a McDonald's in his ,
'home town; as a travel ag_ent:
and 'as·a'hospital volunteer; ~1
will follow his successful
three-year tenure as 'editor of
the ·commonwealth's first 'encyclopedia, published in conjunction with the state's bic_en_.tenn\a\, _.. 1 .,. ,
, ·Ttte,'su·ccess of that volume
·.:..:.,'ffha's"i;'dtd more than 33,000
copies· ~-,recently earned Kle
ber the Governor's Outstanding Kentuckian Award .. ·
0

Kleber grew up in Louisville, where his ,father . deliv1 .'r:-r'!·/. ::'
i. · ·: ,-r:)~/:.
el·ed 1·ce•,. iI •
\
• ·r ,,:;, · r,:•. :
He said he became partialto ·
,thr writ!llil>~J!.1.1.\!.J~i-!rj.ling~i,9f ,
'Thoreau• and Emerson, the
; 19th century transcendentalists, during graduate school '.3-t
the University of Kentucky m
the 1960s.
.
.
Thoreau gained fame for his
two-year stay in a cabin he
built at Walden Pond near
Concord, Mass., wher~ he led
an uncluttered, deliberate,
self-sufficient existence and
recorded it in the classic,
"Walden,"
Thoreau may have frowne_d
on Kleber's meticulously
maintained blue Cadillac and
his two Rolex watches. But
otherwise, Kleber said, he
tries to embrace the simple
lifestyle Thoreau favored.
Kleber's office, dominated
by an Emerson poster, is devoid of the usual professorial
clutter. His home, he says,
doesn't contain, any, ':_\cnick- 1
knacks· or doo-dads.", He'
hasn't worn a ·tuxedo since
high school.
:· · .
,
·. ,Colleagues describe him as
thoroµgh and de;
sei:viii1f of the recognition he's
~t;'.efri.ILir,for his .W.!!r~ .'?!!. th~
e_ncyclopedia. , •
"John is such a thoughtful
person, relaxed and conscientious," said Charles Holt, a fellow MSU history professor
who joined the faculty in 1968,
the same year as Kleber. "Seldom will he say anything
without . thinking it through
first. He's almost 19th century
in that he's what I call a gentleman.''
'.' Anywhere I go, his name is
known in Kentucky," said fellow MSU history professor
Donald Flatt. "It's really .. put
him on the map. I'm really
proud he's getting the recognition he deserves."
The pressures of completing
the' encyclopedia often had
Kleber.longing for an escape.
"I said many times during
the project that I'd have given
my· right arm if I could have
walked away from those problems and worked at McDonald's and be .one of their
greeters," he ~aid .. ;. ,:; , 1
•, Like Thoreau, ·•.for whom
Emerson was something or:- a '
patron, Kleber had his own
powerful benefactor, TP.,9.l.11..%~
D. Clark, Kentucky's hfiJkt\!1,~
laureate.
~it:t•r:_1::~'
Kleber caught Clark'~,:~y~ m

orga1hzed,

606-783-2030

• 1933 with a book he helped
edit on the public papers of
former Gov. Lawrence Wetherby.
. k
When it came time to pie
an editor for the Kentucky Encyclopedia, Clark cai:ne to Kleber and convinced him to take
the job.
Kleber's final scholarly
project will be a favor to the
89.year-old Clark. He's agreed
to write the history of Clark
County.
.
But Kleber, whose a!Tect10n
for history began as a fourthgrader when he checked out
books at his local library D?
the ancient Egyptians and d1nosa urs, said he h_as no
qualms about turning his back
on his life's work.
Unlike Thoreau, howev~r,
Kleber said he prefers the c1~y
to a cabin in the woods. He s
already bought a house , m
Louisville, where he plans to
retire.
.
"I think it will fulfill me m
the fact that it comes ba~k,Jqt,
the idea of living dellbe_r,_.,
ately," Kleber said. "Livi!1g i'
:;,.deUb~rately is the opportumty
I'it:toitfo• the things Y.O.U../•'/apt to•
(~ifb\{(wheni·you, 'wim'.t to. do

r.:'·'-'th'em·:,,

-A ~P.rvir.P. nf thP. ntfir.P. nf MP.Iii~ RP.l~tinn~-

.

VVords of praise
~

Scholar-athlete
Whether it is on the tennis
court or in the classroom,
Morehead State University
senior Toby Bryan of
Catlettsburg is a winner.
On the tennis court, Bryan
is co-captain of the MSU team
and has played No. 1 .singles
and No. 1 doubles all four
years. He has compiled a career singles record of 52-31
and finished as high as third
in the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
In the classroom, Bryan
has maintained a 3:63 grade
average as a management
major. He is a member of
Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society, Phi Beta Lambda Business So,ciety, and is chaplain
of the Sigma Nu fraternity.
His accomplishments on
the court and in the classroom have made Bryan one
of only six winners of the
OVC Scholar-Ahtlete Award.
Congratulations to him on
his honor.
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Campus p@Hce records ruled open
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Records of campus police at Kentucky's
public universities are subject to the same rules that allow public
Inspection as other police agencies, according to an attorney gen•
eral's opinion.
The opinion released yesterday overturned an earlier opinion
that federal law exempted campus police records from public in•
spection and disclosure.
Assistant Attorney General Amye Majors noted that the federal
laws have changed to e.xempt law enforcement agencies from the
general prolubition on disclosure of student records. As a result,
Majors said the ban on disclosure would now be lifted.
The question was raised by Clinton Riley of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association at Eastern Kentucky University. An
attorney general's opinion on open records or open meetings issues carries the force of law.
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1·rr<.; an enor!Jl0Us--pr1ce through
----~-'---""---,-.-,-~
..,. loans to 4.8 million students iri · dropouts whci 'are "unemBy ROBERT NAYLOR JR. , ,;j r · ,., 1991, but not tamper with Pell ployed;imderemployed or who
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS · .•·," ·
Grants. He has not promised fail tci ,·1mderstand the basic
· •u, · •
other revisions.
· : .-.11,
'lirinciples of :our democratic
WASHINGTON - A restruc''Soni'e reco'inmendafions· · institutions»and political systured college· financial-aid sys•
• .
· ,· · • 'tern"
"" •H ,... _'·
made by the congressiorially · ;. :
tern, including direct student chartered commission are.like-· .. Figures show that from 1980 .
loans and community-service ly to be inore controversial to 1990, _the ay~rage cost of a
. repayment· plans, is needed to . than others': For instance, large' ,college educat10n r?se 126 peravert a crisis that could alter ·universities are iriore sup-'. :cen~. mo~e than ~w1ce the rate
the nation's "economic and so- portive than smaller·schools'·of of mflat10~. ~urmg th_e sam~
cial landscape," a federal com- •d' t 't d • t 1
.
h" h time, median mcome for fam1. •t•·"'',.
rrec s1u .en oans, m w \C
lies with heads of households
ml·ss1on says. ,.
colleges rather than banks act . •
.
I
The National Commission on as len'l!ers_ using federal age 45·54: those _more hkely_to .'
Responsibilities for Financing money.:, Small schools d_on't haxe children. m c_ollege,
Postsecon~ary Education, :in a have the staffs to handle the cr?.ased 73_ percent, . . ..
.
raleport bedmCg releasted. J<J1_a)'.,. paperwork. .
''(:'J.;•:.:::".:... . We need to ~et,. back to the,
so urge ongress o conoo11,
·
.
•
· point we were. at; in thEf· late ·
date many existing financialA plan to cap studimt aid at )970s when access to higher edaid programs, fully fund the~ $.14,000_probably _won t_be P?P· 1ucation··was much .greater,"
Pell Grant program and issue ul~r \_\'1th exp:nsive private m- :said Jainie Merisotis;. the com,
some loans without regard to . stltutwns, which can cost more , mission's executive director:. ·
family income.
.: than $20,000 a year. -i
t Despite·' of .the
of some
The commission advocated a . Some programs would ,be !programs; he .'said .. the· com-/
community service program costly: Experts say the govern- , mission was· "riot' r~onimendfor students similar to that ment would have to shell out :ing any new federal commitproposed by President Clinton. $15 bill/on up front to fund a . ment," .but was ~-'talking about
Clinton ha~ ye_po µnv,e.µ. !).is, ..,d_i,~ct student i?an progra~ .;restorirtg_a,,previous commit-,
National Service ..Trust,. which 0wh1le full fundmg for Pe!I ·,ment we·had that has slid in 1
he has said would allow, stu- Grants would cost as much as · the last decade." .. •·...
/
dents tcrJiorrow:·money for!i:oI-·~·-$8 billion.-A pilot program.tii.• L. under-·the-coininission's,
Iege and ·repay the eillire ., community service involving ,STEP. (for.student's Total Ed-1
amount through public ,seryii:!J. ,1po,~o~ stud7nts would hitve 1;I ;1/,<-:atiqn· Package) .plan·, stuo_r payroll d!!!luctions at. tax $2 billion pnce tag, · ,..._. · "·"jlifo~:wciu!d',jie'.eligible for fitlme.
. .
· With the cost of education mancial aid' regardless of fam-1
Clinton's plan·would replace soaring, the commission said it '.J.iy··incoine, ·but income would'
the federal loan program, believed there was a "crisis in figure· prominently into the
which provided $13 billion in the postsecondary education fi. type of assistance.
;;•..:.Hfi•t·>..,.-!)
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Murray
frJ,ttemity.
punished over hazing prank
.
.
.
guilty of hazing. They will be re- injured trying to defend her busquired to make restitution of all ex- band, police said.
penses, including those for property
Police said Tami Clark was ·
damage and medical care.
punched in the abdomen several ·
"The practice of hazing pledges, times and thrown down. She was
associate . me111:bers1 initiates or treated at a hospital..
members IS !lllllthetical to the PW:·
Special District Judge Dennis
po~es of registe_red ~tudent oi:g!lm• Foust is considering a pretrial-diverzations •... and·ty,.
IS strictly prohibited · ·
.
. p . . s10n proposal th·at wo uld order the
by the umvers1
, uruversity res1- led
t
~
100 h
f
dent Ronald J. Kurth said.
· '· P ges . 0 pe, '.0 rm
ours O
Murray. State would not identify.; commuruty semce each. Charges of .
the 11 fraternity members.
· fourth-de~e ass~ult and third•
Police have said 13 pledges went degree criminal mJSchief• would be
to the home of fraternity member . dropped '!1'ter ,a
Quintin Clark on Nov. 22, tied him
The UlllVe_rsity s sanctions:
up and carried him out. Clark's
■ Cut by about half the number of
wife, Tami, apparently didn't know pledges the fraternity can recruit for
the intruders were pledges and was the next two rush periods:

.

.

Associated Press
:MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State
University has punished a fraternity
whose pledges allegedly punched a
prl!gnant woman repeatedly while
al!ducting h_er fraternity-member
husband as a prank.
Pi Kappa Alpha's social and intramµral activities are being restricted,
as· is the number of pledges it can
recruit. In addition, the chapter Is·
nqw under the supervision of a re.ceivership board. The pledges. also
face criminal charges.
Jn announcing the sanctions
Tl!esday, Murray State officials said
the school's Judicial Board found
the fraternity and 11 of its pledges
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11 Banned intramural spoits participation by the fraternity for the
next two semesters and social activities until the week before the
1993 homecoming.
·
■ Barred the fraternity or· its
members from displaying the fraternity's• name on campus.
The 'school also accepted a pro-··
·
•
•
posal from the national fratermty to
place the MSCJ_ chilp!er under coii- .
trol of. !1 receIVership board. The
board will have the power to expel
or suspend members, remove and
appoint officers, approve all pledges
and make all decisions regarding
chapter programs, events and activities.
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:WK.U regents move to strengthen_fund
raising down. the· lin.e, boost sal21.rries
. By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer

: .. BOWLING GREEN, .Ky. - Western Ken· tucky ,University took two steps yesterday
· that officials hope will result in a significant
: fund-raising effort in a couple of years.
The board of regents endorsed the formation of a general-purpose We~em Kentucky
: University. Foundation. And 1t approved a
recommendation from Western President
·Thomas Meredith that the school elevate its
, chief fund-raising _position from a director's
' level to a vice presidential level.
· The actions came after a lengthy discus: sion on bow to boost faculty and staff sala. ries to levels competitive with similar
. schools in and out of Kentucky. The regents
ultimately "approved a plan proposed by a
university budget committee that will put an
extra $1.5 million toward salaries foe Westem's full, associate and assistant professors
during fiscal 1993-94.
Toe extra money is to come from increases in tuition and fees and some reallocation of existing funds. None can come
from the fund-raising efforts because they
are still in a formative stage.
Additional money,.nearly $800,000, is to
go toward boosting the salaries of some
non-instructional and-some lower-level administrative personnel. Further increases
are to be made in the following two years,
until the average salaries for all professional positions at Western match the highest
salaries paid by Kentucky's other regional
schools.
Faculty Senate Chairwoman Sally Kuhlenschmidt said some faculty members f~ar
Western might not be able to come up with
all the money it needs to carry out the plan.
According to its incorporation papers, the
foundation the regents endorsed yesterday
will be able to provide full or supplemental
salaries for some professors and "re~e~ch
specialists," buy and operate speCJal~ed
laboratory equipment, pay for cons!1"1ction
work and even make loans to the uruvers1~.
The foundation's -12-person board. of directors will include the regents chairman,
currently Bums Mercer of Hardinsburg; the.
president of the Hilltopper ~etic Foun?a•
lion, currently James Srruth of Bo~lmg
Green; the president of the College Heights
Foundation, currently former Weste~
President Dero G. Downing; and the president of Westem's alumni association, currently Doug Alexand~r ~f _Lexingt~n. The
rest of the foundation s drrectors will come
from the public.
The new foundation will serve as an umbrella over the two existing ones - the College Heights Foundation, whic~ deals mostly in scholarships, and the Hilltopper Athletic Foundation,. which raises funds for
sports. The foundatio~ will fa)! unde~ the
supervision of Westerns new vtce president
for institutional advancement, when that
person is hired. That.official will also help.
...

set specific fund-raising goals .
The new administrative position replaces
the position of director of development,
which has been vacant since July 1991.
Meredith promised to do away v.ith the
new position if it does not pay for itself in
three years.
That promise drew \varn1 support from

the student re1ent, Stucier.t Government Association President Joe Rains, who is expected to speak against proposed tuition increases at Monday's Council on Higher
Education meeting. Rains called both fundraising actions "definitely the direction we
need to go .... It may be the factor in saving higher education, based on current
trends."

\
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WKU regents approve plan on salaries
BOWLING GREEN - Western Kentucky University's Board of
R~gents yesterday approved the first step of a three-year plan to
bring faculty and staff salaries in line with those at other.Kentucky
·regional institutions.
; If enough resources are available, the university would spend ·an
:additional $2.3 million in 1993-94.
; Westem President Thomas Meredith said the phm's goal is. to
bring Western's salaries to the highest regional average salary by
rank by 1995-96.
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WKU to review athletic aHegatlons: "
BOWLING QREEN, Ky, - Western Kentucky UIUV!lrsity President
Thomas Meredith said yesterday he has ordered a [!Niew of ·whether
university policies were vi_olated after seeing a campus poll~ repon
released last week.
.
·-; ·
. ·.,.,.,:r,f _....,.. _,., t·· - :
The report, presented to a Warren County. grand }Qry, said
assistant coaches received fiee "Supercards" for·meals without paying•.
for tliem and that several assistant football coaches tooliwd free.motel rooms on recruiting trips in-excbllllge for l!ettiiig' the motel chain.
official's son ail all:inclusive football scholarship to Western. Thtf~- •
dent1had no actual ties to the football program, the repoit.sal¢'/:,'i.'
The grand jury indicted a former assistant dfrector: oi;westem's
now-defunct food services on 10 counts of theft as a result·.:· ;,);''.~1
Tije review will be undertaken by Meredith's top assistant," James , -_
H~ and Westem's three vice presidents: James Ramsey;~ 11~J
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NKU gets new Jaw school dean

•

;1,:

;.i;·,

lllGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - Northern Kentucky'Universlty. has:
named David:C•. Short as iis new law school"dean. :;""'"'''"- · .''' 'i. ·
Short; a native of Harlan who· has ·been a fitll1>rofes~r•11t the Uni-~
versity·of Kentucky Scpoor of Law since 1983, will ·bead ~•s Salm-,
, QQ.J.'•. Cl111~1tCo).lege_otLaw, ef(e¢.ve,July. 1. _ ·..., :'✓ 11,,,::;;::A,;
..
0

.-.
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Incident leads.
to sanctions
for fraternity
.

-~.

'

'.

at a hospital for injuries.
Special District Judge Dennis Foust is considering a proposed pretrial diversion agreement that would order the
MURRAY (AP) - Pi Kappa pledges to perform 100 hours
Alpha fraternity will be lim- of community service. Chargited in the number of pledges es of fourth-degree assault and
it can recruit at Murray State third-degree criminal mischief
University and l)e restricted would be dropped after a year.
The sanctions issued Tuesbv other sanctions imposed
after pledges allegedly . day by MSU:
► Limited by about half the
punched a pregnant woman
·
number
of pledges the fraterwhile abducting her husband
nity can recruit for the next
as a prank.
The pledges also face crimi- two rush periods.
nr.: charges. The university
► Banned intramural sports
announced sanctions .includ- participatio·n by, the fraternity
ing restrictions· on social and for the next two semesters and
intramural activities and plac- social activities until _the week
ing the chapter under the su- before the 1993 homecoming.
pervision of a receivership
► Barred the fraternity or
board.
its members from displaying
In announcing the sancon campus the fraternity's
tions. Murray State officials name.
said the school's Judicial
The school also accepted a
Board found the fraternity and proposal from the national fra11 of its pledges guilty of hazternity to place the MSU chaping. They will be required to ter under control of a receivermake restitution ·or all exship board. The board will
penses, including property
have the power to expel or
damage and medical expenses.
suspend members, remove and
: . ''The. practice of h_azing . :appoint offi~ers·, approve all
:pledges, associate members, ·· pledges and make all decisions
;initiates or members is. anti- regarding chapter programs,
:thetical to the purposes of reg- events and activities. .
.isterecl- student organizations ·
The Daily lmlependent, Ashland, Kentucky, Thursday, February 4, 1993
:...: and is strictly prohibited by
·111ii"- ·university," MSU President Ronald J. Kurth said.
: Murray State woul'd not
-'•· 1-: _
,
r~ ;,". -/ . . ,.:
,
. identify the 11 fraternity memi berS..
; ,
.
,,,,, .
·
'. ...; P~,r ~ t ,.,
· Police have said 13 pledges
Who's a( fa,l!lt~ ,.- _·~·,,:,,:,:;:;I,.,;:,:;. ,M.o,r~J?:ead . ~Jat_e '. already
:went to the home of fraternity
That's the key question in· · has· paid $15,737.19.· to satisfy:
'membe·r. Qui_ntin Clar_k 0!1
a·
controversy· involving• · back bills for 1990/:1991 and:Nciv." 2:i: tied' hini ·up and carried him out. Clark's wife,
Grayson Rural Electric Coop- -- ·· 1992; but it says' state ·l~w,
Tami. apparently didn't know
erative Corp. and Morehead
Pl'.events 'itfrpm paying'J1t)js'.
the. intruders .were fraternity
S_tate
University:s
radio
stap(i9tdJ~;)~t~,1(jJ,0~.9-~{.
tfi,S.£~.lJ
pledges and was injun;id•. fzyt10n,
WMK~.
Since
,_hum.an
ye_a;_;·;•J.~/iYl!lg,
the
:
b~la:r;i._g_jl
·
ing·, to defend her husband, 'po..
.
'd
'µ~
and
mechamcal
errors
by
the
aii,,a
-'
~
tctriiFJ
.l1ce.s~1. _.
.. ,~ ..·:~-··...-,..,~\
. . d. h .. . "bl .. ·t
,~ .......)l, ·., •
PP . P
,,follce said the w1fe;:.;;'(!i.<L is
co-op caU§_E;! . .J ,,e, pro., e~ •. l
tioj'i/i;~k,%.l,lie .. G!fiulra] _As;
)aI'!Jgt:J.ant, wa~ J>µncJ:ie?l_ ln~jl\e
should _a?~ept_ the-_ fi.1:'ancial
s~~~lf;J~i~:w1Y'.e~tifsays.~;,:
stomach several tun,!ls, .j'i,'d.
respons1bihty
..
~ m ,.,;,.•y,:c ,.- ' ,_i,
;Wli'y?':'siicifild JVisULbJ obliMSU ..and
"Grayson
-RECC
''•. :· ''"t>''
·. --;;,,-- -•~--., . ·bill
· · ?'·
. •'-•• . down."She was''treliteii
·--· ..,
.-. - ,.,.,,. ""·" .. , ._,gated
.to pay·" anY,-ot'lthe
.

Woman hurt
in hazing

Incredilile!:1;i ~~--:- -;:';.1

MSU shouldn't pay for ~o-op's,e:tj!grs,-i;
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agree that the umversify has
---·'T•·.,,:, <,k. · · "''·: ., ·-•, ·- · , .. ,,
·• . · • , d. ,; ·,
· .. For,,more, than .20. years, the
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·Tuition· hikes
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·Rising costs make it more· difficult
for people to earn college ·ctegtees
University of Kentucky may have had a positive efPresident Charles Wething- feet by forcing the schools to ·
ton is right when he says .a examine their budgets, elimituition increase likely will be · nate waste, and end· pronecessary next fall for · the grams and services that are
state's ·universities and com- neither cost effective. nor necmunity. co°Ileges. Faced with.. ess11ry._· But there comes a
another 2 percent cl.it in state ·- point when the fat ·has been
funding, the institutions eliminated and· needed prohave little clioice but to look grams must be cut. Higher
to students as sources of new ·"education in Kentucky has
revenue.
reached that point. · -'.·
And Wethington is correct
· The Kentucky ·General Asin saying 'thaf-1t 1s better for sembly mad\'! a bold committhe schools to impose smaller ment to change by enacting
· tuition increases annually the 1990 'Kentucky Education
than much larger ones every Reform Act and approving
two years. •. -:. :.- 1~ · ., · · · · ..
the largest tax increase in
While hifticin increases .-the state's history to fund
may be n,ecessai,y, they are those changes. At the same
unfortunate.· Rising costs pro- time, legislators. ignored the
vide yet another ob~tacle for needs of higher education .
. Kentuckians seeking higher
· It makes no sense to deeducation. In a state that al- velop an outstanding elemen. ready has one of the nation's tary and secondary education
lowest p·ercenfages of adults program without also imwith college educations, gov- proving higher education.
ernment should use · its re- Nearly all of the jobs of the
sources to encourage, more · future will require education
residents to attend_: univgrsi- ·. ;:beyond the secondary level.
ties and colleges,' rtot'discm.ir- . :If. Kei:J.tuc:ky \varits its 'people
age them :with higher· tuition. """°'to be able to ·meet the intelrates .. · .. · · . . :..;.
- ·· ' .. lectual and economic de, Hlgher education- has ex-._-· mands of the future, it must
perieliced· cuts for the past . develop an outstanding systwo -years:
.Thosi:!°. cuts. '. p.ave'\;tem"\Jf'
nigher 'education
to
•
-- •
. ' • ,. -., .• •.
. 1 ,)'
, forced the· University cif Ken•·· --~compliment its··· i:apidly iin' tucky to trim its ·budget by .. prov.fng·;sysfein 'of''elemen$26 million.:;other .:schools-.!•!lo.--~··.-·,--"'-tary,and secondary:sc:hools.
i:
.....,.,_,.,,-,--,-·.,_
hav!i! ~ad to make §_imilart.. 7.~-Althou?li an9mrrJ,t1;1itioil
but smaller,. cuts. ,Recently ·;.·-:.mcrease 1s n.~ces~_.to meet
the 'JbneS 'ailmin{siraffofi'"ifif~1}tiie':¥iee!1is:"6f'e'tocmyt Kentucky·
;_all !!ta't~-;~geiiciji5-i~n~ lt%~s(4o'iruµif;fnoffi ,rµ.pney- to
I recfeii
cludin ~ ;[itnfv.ers1ll°:'esTand\~'im 'rovil-itsluriiver~ities .and
commii~if ~''colie· ~~tJ:ff1'1,rg:·,lii1fooffimt{rt'if"'.}ccihe· est1l'a:na- to·
duce· spending~anltitdi?'2~~~;1ffiiifcour~ge~af~::'#~irttickians'
cent. in'ii''efforf itni1ilirii~'e~'th'e'h1.'~to"'\,'atten'd :,1 theni1~:1hf.l'.'holding1
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. ,expect:,,rl~-~,lose:.
·- set-·aside: ·:rtind.tf:-.:/:~1
.

"
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$554• , 000 - . .'"··•.,·· · i

at stake

O
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MOREHEAD - Morehead·
State University officials said
Friday it appears likely ·the
state will want the $554.000 in
state funds it asked the school
to set aside last fall.
The figure represents i per•
cent of the school's state fund·
ing. · MSU didn't have. to. cut
expenditures. because it got
more money than it budgeted
from unanticipated enrollment
increases.
But MSU President ~!/,\l~ld

606-783-2030
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Eaglin said Friday
:'did~1, .
wankthe state to keep tliei.
money just becallSeJ.~~~l~ho~t,
had been able to mak'.e:,.d9, .
without it. ·
· ,
,.'i··rf--it's not needed. I hope
that·we get all of it or part:of
it back."' 'Eaglin said.
·
The focus on finances comes
as Eaglin and other state uni•
· versity presidents prepare for
the state's Council on Higher
Education to act Monday on
their recommendation to allow
tuition increases every year
instead of every two years.
With continuing cuts in
state funding for higher educa.'
tion. Eaglin said the move to

!

ciinsider more freqnent tuition
hikes is .necessary . .:rl
He and other university
presfdents are urging the
council to increase· tuition at
. MSU and the five other regional · universities another
$100 next year.
Eaglin said he opposes the
state shifting ·the burden of
pa:y:i_ng for _college from its~lf
·to students. But he said_
schools should· have, the,,·fleX'·
ibili · to generate, revenue
',fi\it
~ tiijit~ncrea~fs. if
' tffe\:N • .t'n/$ijtliiues tq; cut.
:;:,;_~~\ll,..," '
nm.n:in
.

1j• .~;>•"

?

.:i,J-:'. • ~ ~ •·~\_:°

~ ,-:--
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.ri'Nt'o'vi.ng from• n1eru,iiaj_(.~o,,an• l
. .-nual' tuition incre~es}.'.';"~\il,d
· soften the blow. ., · : '·";,t. ,
"If ... support fr,om,the•.~tate .
' continues to erode, then ~hat
you're going to s·ee are g1gan•
tic. increases e,.,ery other
year;'' Eaglin sard. "So I thin!I-:.
it's fair for us to go to eve~::
year for students. If t~e.y kn_q~.(
it's there, they know 1t s going:'_
to happen. T)ley can p~epart· ·
better."
·.
·
Of the $554,000 set_ ~side,
about $300.000 would be spent
on computer equipment and
new technology if the money's
returned. Eaglin said.
.
The additional' 2 percent cut,
if sustained. would .be in addition to a 10 percent cut state
universities had to _absorb dur·
ing the last two ye~j,s.
"I don't think we can cut
arly more," Eaglin said. "If
there was any chaff, we've gotten rid of.itr-We
're down to the
--~.•-..71,,wheat." ~"~t,~:"-

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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(HlQtier enrollments soften budget
pi'nch for Morehead-State\ MOREHEAD- An unexpected
surge in enrollment has left Morehead State University with a cushion against a possible third state
budget cut
Morehead will hold in reserve
most of an unbudgeted $635,000 in
surplus tuition revenues in case the
state follows through oli a planned
2 percent budget cut, school Presi·dent Ronald G. Eaglin' told the
board of regents yesterday.
The 2 . percent cut would cost
Morehead $553,600, Eaglin said. If
·the state forgoes the cut, the university will use much of the surplus to
. buy computers and other classroom

cut, the third reduction in state
funds to universities since the fall
of 1991.
· At a recent meeting in Frankfort, some state legislators contended that if universities did without
the money for three-quarters of the
year, they could probably get by
without it for the rest of the year
Eaglin said.
'
"That sent a loud and clear
ipessage to me: W)iether it's needed
or not, it's probably going to be
taken.
.
"And if it's not that needed and
they take it, I think that's wrong."
To make up for some of the lost
revenues, Morehead and other state
universities have asked the Council

equipment ·
· "It is important that if .these
dollars are not used by the state
that they be given back to us," h~
said.
Like officials at other statesupported universities, Eaglin and
the regents were slightly encouraged yesterday by reports of an
improved state revenue picture.
General Fund receipts for January· were 15.8 percent more than for
the same period a year ago. State
officials have cautioned, however,
that state revenues must grow 4.3
percent for the next five months to
meet budget projections.
Eaglin doubts that university
budgets will be spared the 2 percent

on Higher Education to raise tuition
for 1993-94 even higher than
planned in 1992.
For Morehead and other regional universities, that would mean
undergraduate tuition for in-state
students could go up at least $50,
from $700 a semester to $750 a
semester, or as much as $130, to
$830 a semester, depending on
which option is approved.
In other business yesterday:
• The university will soon undergo a restructuring, Eaglin said.
As part of that realignment, Morehead is· seeking an executive vice
president for academic affairs.
• Eaglin and other Morehead
officials will meet with focus

•By Dottle Bean
Herald-Leader education writer

Lex\

groups of Morehead alumni in
ington, Louisville and Eastern Kentucky to discuss the university's
future.
.
• The board approved increases
in the amounts of personal service
contracts for two legal ~ from
$20,000 to $40,000 each.

Eaglin said the university need-

ed to double its authorizations for

legal services from the firms McBrayer, McGinnis, Leslie !Ii: Kirkland of Lexington and Chenoweth
Law Office of Frankfort - because
he and other Morehead officials are
seeking more '1)reventative advice,''
such as asking the attorneys to
review more university communications before they are sent out
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Tuition is raised
at state colleges;
dental slots cut
By MARK SCHAVER

Staff Writer

Tuition for full-time, in-state students will rise next year from $350
to $420 per semester at community
colleges; from $670 to $750 per semester at regional universities; and
from $840 to $980 per semester at
the University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville.
'
Alt students - part-time, nonresident, graduate and professional
- will face increases next year depending on their category.
"I don't know that we can count
on enhancing quality with this small
\lfflOUnt of money," said Hanly Funderburk, president of Eastern Ken-

from the General Assembly, and it
puts it on the students," he said.
The motion failed despite the endorsement of UK President Charles
Wethington, who said it made no
sense for the legislature to be trying
to improve elementary and secondary education through the 1990
Kentucky Education· Reform Act
while slashing college budgets.
''We can't continue to allow higher education to be pulled down
while trying to bring up another
part of the system," he said.
But Wethington and Swain-turned
back arguments that money could
be saved by shutting down the den. ta! school at either UK or U of L.
Instead, they agreed with the
council staff that the best way to
deal with a surplus of dentists in the
state is to cut enrollment at the
schools by 10 students a year, from
90 to 80. A staff report said the state
could get by with one dental school
and save $2 million but would lose
many benefits, including better dental care for the poor.
"I think the schools are taking a
very defensive posture," said James
Greer, an orthodontist from Lexington who urged the council to abolish one school. "Dollars are a big
issue here."

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky
university students will pay about
$20 million more in tuition next
year.
The Council on Higher Education
imposed the increase yesterday despite students' protests that they are
unfairly being asked to bear the
burden of state budget cuts, which
have cost public colleges almost $60
million in two years.
The council also voted to lower
enrollment at the state's two dental
schools, rejecting arguments that
the state could save money by abolishing one dental school.
tucky University. ''What we're tryThe tuition increase for 1993-94 is
ing to do is maintain quality."
more than twice what bad been
The council voted down an atplanned, but university presidents ' tempt by its student representative,
said it was needed to stave off layClay Edwards, a U of L law student,
offs and program cuts.
to put a 12 percent cap on the tuition increase that would have saved
"For next year, it will be a godsend for us," said Donald Swain, ' some students from $30 to $40.
president of the University of LouisEdwards said the council was
ville. "We'll have a little cushion for
sending the wrong message to the
us to keep one nostril above water."
General Assembly by making it apThe council, which sets tuition at
pear that tuition increases are acall the state's public universities and
ceptable to compensate for budget
community colleges, heard from
cuts. "It takes the burden away
five students who argued that an increase would drive some from
school. Some said the increase
would fall especially hard on older
students who do not have parents
paying the bill and don't qualify for
financial aid.
''With plants closing and coal
mines shutting down, there's likely
to be a lot more of us at registraUndergraduate
]_..·· schools per semester
tion," said Mary Johnston, the stuUK&UofL ................. $840
dent government president at Madi? Regionals•..........._........ $670
sonville Community College. "I ask
Community Colleges •• •.. ••• $350
Graduate schools
you not to add another obstacle in
UK & U of i.:. .. ~•••••••••••••• $1,080
my way by increasing tuition."
Regionals ··••·•·•••••••--••- $830
The students presented a petition
that they said had been signed by
about 4,000 students in 24 hours.
Professional yearly
92-93
The council also voted to set tutuition programs
ition rates every year, rather than
Law ·•·•··•••·••···••···•••· $2,760
every other year, as bas been the
Medicine •••••••••••• ••• .... , $5,530
policy. The change is intended to
Dentistry ......... ••• •• •••· •• $4,650
spread increases more evenly from
year to year and to make. it easier
for students to plan.

93-94~
$980~~,
$750
-.......
$420
$920

$740

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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College tuitio,ns will rise 12°/o-to-20%
UK, U of L undergrads
will pay $140 more

Tuition increases

By Dottle Bean
Herald-Leader education writer

FRANKFORT - Undergraduate students at Kentucky's state
universities and most community
colleges will pay 12 to 20 percent
more a semester in tuition this fall
Despite warnings that the higher costs might force many financially strapped college students lo drop
out, the Kentucky Council on Higher Education yesterday approved a
tuition policy· that will:
State Un
• Raise in-state undergraduate
tuition hy $70 a semester at all
community colleges, by $80 a .semester at the regional universities
and by $140 a semester at the
University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville.
Lexington Community College's
tuition will not change because it is
much higher than other community
colleges.
The new policy will also increase rates for out-of-state and
graduate students, as well as students in professional schools.
• Allow the council to set tuition rates every year, rather than
every two years.
• Continue to require Kentuckians' per-capita income to be taken
into account when the council increases tuition. Using per-capita income generally keeps Kentucky tuition rates lower than rates charged
in the benchmark states - the
states Kentucky officials use for
comparison.
The tuition increases will raise
an additional $20 million for the
eight universities and the community colleges in 1993-94. The revenue
will only partially offset the $70
million the state has cut from university budgets in the _last 18

Wes_t~m Kentucky Un_iversity1}~{ ., , , :;-_r;i_i,.,+:-rs-i,'~,}~'<7/t\{1?:-'.;:/;yy.,_:_\ """.:*-..LCC'tuition will not
because Its ieii's'are ali'~acjy.highel'th-.h thlioili
corri_muni_ty college_s. :,~ :l,;:/;:,::1.i?N~{ ::'.{~~1~;~:-;;::,,;(i4f:\A,:t~:;{~·:tt:/j"'_·0'.;~'i.(/Jfi~-;

rise

"This is a reasonable compromise between the needs of students
and the needs of the universities,"
Edwards said.
Several university presidents,
including UK President Charles
Wethington, also supported the 12
percent cap, which they said would
spread the pain of tuition increases
over two years.
However, several council mem- .
bers, including Chairman Joe Bill
Campbell, said setting a cap would
be sending a signal to the General
Assembly that the council could
raise tuition by 12 percent every
year.
"If you set a cap, you have set a
minimum, in my opinion," Camp-bell said. .
University presidents yesterday
compared the increased tuition revenue to a tourniquet applied only to

Clay Edwards, a U of L law student
who is the student member on the
council.
The amendment, rejected 14-3,
would have put a 12 percent cap _on
increases for the 1993-94 school
year. This would have meant a
savings of about $30 each semester.
for students at community colleges.
and ,$40 each semester for UK and
U of L students.

slow the bleeding.
"l don't know that we can count
on enhancing qiJality with this
srna:n amount of money," said Eastern Kentucky University President
Hanly Funderburk. "What we're
trying to do is maintain quality;'
In passing the tuition polio/, th~
council recommended that un1vers1ties consider putting some of the
revenues from the higher tuition
into student aid and scholarships.
. The council had proposed stron•
ger language but backed off after
several university presidents asked
for more flexibility in deciding how
the money will be used.
"It may be a higher priority
within the colleges to get more
faculty into the classrooms than to
increase financial aid," Wethington
said.

Activist: Retention, treatment of minorities poo
Higher education council
asked to study issues
Herald-Leader staff report

months.
Student leaders from across the
state pleaded with the council not to
adopt the higher tuitions, which
they said would hurt poor and
minority students the most
"Kentucky can't afford an education system that Kentuckians
cannot afford," ~id Joe Rains, a
Western Kentucky University student who is chairman of the state
organization of student goverr>ment
presidents.
Instead, student leaders supported an amendment proposed by

Herald-Leader/Chris·Ware

Source: Council on Higher Education, UK

FRANKFORT - A civil rights
activist yesterday asked the Council
on Higher Education to investigate
several issues involving minorities
on state university campuses.
The Rev. Lows Coleman of
· Shelbyville said Ken~cky uni_v~ities appear to be lagging behind m
hiring black faculty members and

.

in retaining black students.
"The students come onto campus in September and they're gone
in June ... and that's a concern to
us,"· he said.
He said the pro~lems with retention ·at some law schools "are
unreal" and asked the council to
study them.
.
Coleman also charged that foreign students have been harassed
on Ka,itucky campuses since the

'
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Morehead's Cline OVC's .
:I top
rookie for the. week
.

I . BREN'IWOOD, Tenn. (AP) f Marty Cline of Morehead State was
selected the Ohio Valley Confer: ence's Rookie of the.Week after the
: 6-foot-2 guard from Hopkinsville,
: Ky· ~goo~ 44 points.and bad 18 re'. lioilii.ds iii three games· for the Ea4 •
•
1 glea, • ..
.
'· Tennessee Tech forward,center
Jol!ii.:Best scored 6l)points,jil,two
w

I

I -g!;~~~t't:i~~1

~ ~ ~ . , . , . . . _ ~ ~ I V ) l i ' : : l ..;;,).~C:, ",.,;.W~'H'_.;-!:.

-

outbreak of the Persian Gulf War,
"There is great concern on cam·
puses about the way internatio!IB1
students and faculty are bemg
treated;' he said.
·
Council Chairman Joe Bill
Campbell, who is also p~dent ?f
the Kentucky Bar Association, srud :
Kentucky has an "abysmal record_
of attracting blacks to the 1~ ·.
profession." He has asked co~cil .
staff ·members t6 study the situa-<
· tioi:1! ~ ~c1. . : .:_ :: ,::,~:

-,,.:>.· :,_-:.

Monday, February 8, 1993
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1990 census, that figure had
increased to 64.4 perc.ent, but
the state had moved up only
one spot, to 49th.
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Another 15 counties had more
h
f
I
t an 40 percent O their chil-i1
dren living in poverty.
.. \

.-,-=-9-o_s__..t·a··

d·
..

t_e_p_o·v·",elO.ttC,·out-ny.....-..... 7r.a03-5t-.40a.-4--,---50'

~d:i:i~~~t;;:.·.:~:~.:::~.~~;~4 ~;~i
Allen County ............... 3.548 24.6
AndersonCounty ........ 1.339 9.3
Ballard County ............ 1.443 18.5
Barren County............ 7,160 21.5
Bath County ............... 2.598 27,3
Bell County.....
11,209 36.2
Boone County ............. 4,221 7.4
BourbonCounty.......... 3,330 17.5
Boyd County ............... 8;203 16.5
Boyle County .............. .4,043 11.1
BrackenCounty ......... 1,643 21.4
Breathitt county ........ 6,072 39.5
Breckinridge
743 23.2
Bullitt CountyCounty
...............3,4,917
10.4
Butler County ............. 2.616 23.8
Caldwell County ......... 2,579 19.9
Calloway County ......... 4,815 17.7
CampbellCounty ........ 9,087 11.0
Carlisle County........... 921 17.7
Carroll County ............ 2.008 22.0
CarterCounty ............ 6.377 26.8
Casey County ............. 4.140 29.4
c.........................
t1 r Is ti an
count18.1
Y
10.670
Clark County ............... 5,142 17.7
Clay County ............. - 8,656 40.2
Clinton County ........... 3.447 38.1
Crittenden County ..... 1.686 18. 7
Cumberland County . 2.112 31.6
DaviessCounty
13.179 15.4
Edmonson Coul"lty ..... 2.783 27.0
ElliottCounty
County...............
............. 2.456
38.0
Estill
4,199 29.0
Fayette County
30,108 14.1
Fleming County.......... 3,086 25.4
Floyd County...
13.521 31.2
Franklin County ........... 4.617 10.9
Fulton County ............ 2.467 30.3
Gallatin County.......... 763 14.3
GarrardCounty ........... 2.076 18.1
Grant County............... 2,345 15.1
GravesCounty ............ 5,593 16.9
Grayson County ......... 4.935 23.8
Green County ............. 2.188 21.6
Greenup County .......... 6.385 17.6
Hancock County ......... 1.305 16.8
Hardin County..
11.017 13.5
Harlan County.
11.995 33.1
Hamson County .......... 2.693 16.9
HartCounty ............... 4,024 27.1
Henderson County ...... 6.206 14.6
HenryCounty ............. 2.513 19.7
Hickman County ........ 1.087 20.1
Hopkins County .......... 7.789 17.2
Jackson County ......... 4.544 38.2
Jefferson
County
.........................
89.755 13.7
Jessamine County ...... 3,848 13.2
Johnson County ...... :.. 6.573 28.7
Kenton County.
13.792 9.9

R:i~
452
2,697
1,023
676
308
86
2,912
1,175
1,331
1,236
685,
55
540
2,510
506
864
1,145
2,382
1,145
629
333
222
1,084
1,145
51
69
997
149,
l,514
325
10
232
1,785
400
162
2,399
186
1,734
1,084
1.583
1,268
506
666
1,159
1,282
1,917
129
1.268
319
1.67 t
884
838
1,217
68
1,869
1,979
242
2.597

I

"
·Knox County..
11,289 38.9
61
Larue County ............. 2,297 19.9 484624.', '
LaurelCounty..
10,630 24.8,,
Lawrence County ....... 4,980 36.0
BB :..'
lee CoCunty ................ 2,704 37.4
73
Leslie ounty ............. 4,808 35.6:t"1!.'97 :~i
Letcher county .......... 8.524 31.8'.('.'146
.
Lewis County .............. 3,946 30.71<_) 1,,.175 ~,
UncotnCo.unty ........... 5,375.27.2 ,(.·313 :·!
Livingston ~ounty ..... ,-:11,376; 15:s;a,495 : :
,Logan cp~n~.: ..........';,~,BBl JG.1:: 1i395 ;J
LyonC~urity ............ ;.. ,.·-l:774 ..)4.31!•7!34 ,
'Mad 1son
·. Co u n•t y .\. t ·~.:;
Mag".~ff;n·cit;~;~ty .... ,.1·~~-·48.7599.4221,.25141_.,
. 73087 t,1_·
Manon County ......... ;.4,061 25.6_:,f1390 ,,,
Mars.hall County ........ ;3,765 14.li 1',785 ',"
MartinCounty ............ 4.422 35!4 \ 98
MasonCounty ............ 3,Ml· 20.3 806 ..
McCracken County ..... 9,798 15.8 1.444 \
McCreary County ....... 7.062 45.5
24
McleanCounty .......... 1,824 19.2 935.
Meade County ............. 3,085 12.a 2,057
Menifee
county............
.:.:..:.. 1~776,
Mercer County
3,167 35.0,
.16.7' ""1;104}
,29t}l
Metcalfe County ...... ,.2.461 27.9 270
Monroe County;.. :-..; ... 3,025 26.9 329
Montgomery County '4.043 21.0 726
Morgan County .......... 4.328 38.8
64
Muhlenberg County .. 6.381 20.7 758
NelsonCounty ............ 4,408 15.1 1,583
Nicholas County ......... 1,500 22.6 580
Ohio county
..............
522
Oldham
County
...........4.911
1.970 23.6
6.3 3,005
Owen County ......... ~... 1.728 19.5 904
Owsley County ........... 2,570 52.1
6
Pendleton County ...... 2.250 18.9 971
Perry County .............. 9.636 32.1 140
Pike County....
18,234 25.4 400
Powell County ............ 3,032 26.2 360
Pulaski County
10,954 22.7 571
Robertson County..... • 521 24.8 442
RockcastleCounty ..... 4.498 30.7.•. ,~ 175
Rowan County./ .......... 4,856,28.9 \ 235
Russell County ........... 3,740 25.6 390
Scott County ........... •:··:3,323 14.5 ~1!691~ ;t,
Shelby County ............. 3,464 14.2 1,758 "
Simpson County
2 318 15 5 1 495
Spencer County.::::::::"t.292 19.2 '935 cJ~
Taylor County ............. 4.021 19.5 904
ToddCounty .............. 2,029 18.8 984"tr.i· 1
Tngg County ............... 1,846 18.0 1.101 ·
TrirnbleCounty .......... 980 16.3 1.366ti;;,
Urnon County ............. 3.615 22.1 623 •• warren County.
12.688 17.5 1.175
Washington County .. 1.929 18.8 984 "t:""r
WayneCounty ............ 6,446 37.3
74 '
WebsterCounty .......... 2,266•16.5 1,3311,t!;
Whitley County
10,622 33.0 131
Wolfe County ............. 2.835 44.3
30 , •
Woodford County ....... 1.538 7.9 2.864
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More college graduates expected
to find jobs, but only in a few fields
By PATRICIA LAMIEll
Associated Press

NEW YORK:.... In this year's recruiting season for college graduates, nurses are hot but aerospace
engineers are not.
Companies hope to hire more college graduates this year than they
did in 1992, but only a handful of
fields are expected to benefit, say
college placement officers.. With
manv U.S. firms restructuring and
eliminating jobs, there are fewer
openings for recent graduates.
Health care is one industiy that is
hiring, says Dawn Oberman, a statistical services specialist at College
Placement Council Inc. in Bethlehem, Pa. Jobs also are available in
management-information systems
for people who teach others how to
use computers.
A focus on the environment has
created openings for engineers, geologists, biologists and chemists.
And with President Clinton's commitment to rebuild the nation's infrastructure, times should be good
for civil engineers, Oberman says.
But other industries are cuttirig
jobs just as aggressively. MilitaIY
cutbacks and hardships in the commercial airline industiy have virtu-

ally shut down the market for new
aerospace. engineers .. Jobs in fi.
nance and banking are still hard to
come by. ,.
· ·, ·
"There's a fundamental ·shift; and
most of it has come from a decrease
(in campus recruiting) among the
Fortune 500 companies," says Richard Stewart, director of placement
at Purdue University.
A survey of 316 companies last
fall by the College Placement Coun~J found that 54 percent of employ. ers planned to hire more graduates
in 1993 than they did last year.
Respondents predicted that they
would hire 7. 7 percent more graduates in the 1992-1993 school year
than a year earlier. Actual hires
were projected to rise to 70 per
company, up from 65.
"However, talking to placement
officers this past Janu31Y and December, we haven't seen that yet,"
Oberman said.
Worsening matters, colleges are
turning out more graduates to compete for fewer jobs. Dan Hacker, an
economist at the Labor Department,
says from now until ·the year 2005,
the number of college graduates
will outpace the number of available
jobs by 20 percent each year.
There are some bright spots.

While big companies are cutting
back, jobs are opening up in smaller
companies. But these are hardi to
come by, and they tend to be at
firms that cannot afford to send recruiters to campus. So college students and recruitment officers have
to be more aggressive at seeking
them out, say placement officials.
Colleges must also be more innovative to get their students placed.
Now more than ever, students
have to do well at whatever they
study, Stewart says.• They have to
have good grades, good communications and leadership skills, and
know how to work cooperatively.
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Council approves reduction
of. enrol Iment at dental schools
By Dottle Bean

.

Herald-Leader education writer

FRANKFORT - An oversupply of dentists in Kentu~ky _sh?~ld
be treated by temporanly hm1ting
dental school enrollment _rather
than permanently - and painfully
- closing one of the two schO?ls,
the Council on Higher Education
decided yesterday.
·
The council voted 12-3 to reduce
from 90 to 80 the number of Ken•
tucky undergraduate students admilted to dental schools at the
University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville.
.
The decision did not sit ~ell
with several Kentucky dentists.
Since 1980, dental school enrollment
has dropped from 146 t~ 90, and
this has not corrected the lll!balance
between the supply of Kentucky
dentists and patient demand, they
said.
. ..
The council's decision a,1so did
cil
not satisfy several coun members, including Lexington lawyer J.
David Porter. ·
· ' ·
"When I see two dental schools
that are being operated_-'at' halfcapacity, I am very skeptical of the
conclusions being reached through

'Wh

I

tw dental

en see O .
schools that are being. ,
operated at half-capacity, I
am very skeptical of the
.
.
h d
conclus1on,s be1~g. re~c e
through this dec1s1on.
_ J. David Porter
council member

___________
this decision," Porter said.
Council member Stewart E. Conner said universities, which hav_e
lost $70 million in state money m
the last 18 months, might have to
make sacrifices.
''We have asked students to
make a painful sacrifice (by raising
tuition), and we need t~ ask the
legislature to replace fun~mg. What
is going to make them hsten, other
than beginning to downs~ ~e
institutions, of higher eduCl!tion m
Kentucky?" · ·
Member Larry Hayes of Louisville ·•'d the enrollment limits are a
=
short-term solution. ''We need to
· : ~ long-term_ at this issue," he
The council agreed to have its

-

staff review dental supply and demand every two years, ~ginning _in
1995, and consider the issue agam.
Closing one of Kentucky'~ two
dental schools has been~ persistent
issue with the council and the
Kentucky General Assembly, especially in tight times.
•
Advocates of closure say the
state could save millions of dollars
by eliminating one of the schools.
Opponents say that the savings_
estimates are exaggerated and that ·
closing one of the schools would
hurt many indigent people who
receive dental care through the
schools.
The latest push to close one of
the schools came from Kentucky
dentists and dental associations.
The. ·council received letters
from most of the state's dental
associations and from 180 dentists
- about 10 percent of all the
dentists practicing in Kentucky who favored closing one of the
schools.
UK President Charles Wetliington and U of L President Donald
Swain both. argued against closing
. either school.
· ·'
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College costs hiked
Tuition to jump by 12% to 20%
From STAFF W IRE R EPORTS

FRANKFORT - The cost of
m llege is going up in Kenrnck v.

Fu.II-ti me Kentuc ky underi..: racluare students will have
1ncreascs of 12 percent to 20
percent. depend ing on where
they go to school under the tu11 ion rate adopted Monday by
the Council on Higher Educauon.
The council estimated that
the increases would mean $20
mill ion more for the schools
next year.
An increase was already
planned for next school year.
bur the new im:rease is more
than double what was originally envisioned.
Students and even one unive rs ity president asked the
council to cap the increases
next year a t 12 percent. But
that request drew only three
\'Otes from the 20-member
council. which is appointed by
the governor.
The tuition increase was advocated by university presidems a nd · the council as one
wav to offset lagging appro.priations of state tax dollars.
nut pres idents sa id the
money would not make up the
di fference.
" We had a 5 percent cut this
\'Car a nd this ( increase )
clocsn 't even cover that." said
Ashla nd Community College
Pres ident Chick Dassance.
" lt"'s a difficult thing because
it kind of goes against the
grain of what we're about studem access. but it would
have come up next year, any\\'ctY. Th is is really just spreading it o ut.
Council members said they
\\'ere trying to set tuition in a
balancing act between ensuring univers .ities e n ough
money to operate and still
keeping rates low enough to
make higher education attractive to the largest possible
number of students.
Student reaction ranged
from angry to resigned.

Source: Associated Press

Independent Graphic - George Wolfford

·· 1 thin k

they ' ll be
p
---d off," said Mike
Hei m . a s ophom ore from
\'lorehead at Morehead State
liniversity.
.. , guess I'll just have to save
.i few more pennies." said Carson Tutwiler. an ACC sophomore who pays his tuition
wit h money earned from a
part -time job at Ashla_nd 0~1
Inc. ·· It's going to be a little bit
harder. I guess my girlfriend
won·t get as much."
Sophomore Jay Adkins said
he passed up a full scholarship
in music education at Marshall University in Huntington. W.Va .. to pursue a business degree at ACC.
"This makes me wonder if I
did the right thing," he said.
Krista McIntyre of Presto·
nsburg, who attends the com-.
munity college there, said the
boost came at a bad time for
her. "just when I am gettin~
ready to transfer to ·the Umversity of Kentucky campus
next semester.
" I guess I can un~erstand
why they'd want t~- m_c rease
tuition, but I wish t h ey
wouldn't."
· · ·• ..
Tim Rhodes, director of fi.
nancial aid at Morehead. said
higher aid would help offset
the tuition increase for many
students.
That will be the case for
ACC student Mark Collins, a

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

laid-off worker from Armco
Steel Co. whose tuition is paid
from a pool of money set aside
by his former employer.
"I'm allowed up to $1,500 a
semester." said Collins. who is
working toward a nursing degree.
But other students said the
tuition increase would take its
toll.
"l think it'll knock some
people out," said Danny Crosby, a freshman at Morehead.
MSU sophomores Kim Copher and Shan!la Cla~k. both
from Owingsville. said they
might be among the casualties
next year.
The council vote also means
that tuition rates will be reviewed every year. rather than
every other year as they have
been since 1982. Tuition is
partly calculated on a formula
that takes into account rates
at comparable institutions in
nearby areas and per capita
income levels in Kentucky.
Some students said it was
unfair to increase tuition at a
time when many schools are
also increasing mandatory
fees. Those fees at four-year
schools range from $50 to $145
per semester.
Prestonsburg Community
College student Doug Isaac of
SalyersvHle w_o ndered where
it was all going to end.
"I think it's just going to
k~p . ggj.pg \lRJ.:md up every
" . h<> .,.,,,,i, . ,'T.it way . keep
Y~,11.

ou~ -~ ~

~1~ 1 ~ "1 .

do ,
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Ugly side of beauty
Mother readying to fight no-pregnancy rule
that banned her from Miss WKU pageant
By BIii Estep
South-central Kentucky bureau

BOWLING GREEN - Lisa Caswell had
dealt pretty well with the obstacles of being
a single parent until she tried to enter the
Miss Westem Kentucky University pageant
Then those obstacles became a brick wall.
Caswell, 25, said she was not allowed to
en!er the beauty pageant. which is a qualifying event for the Miss Kentucky and Miss
America pageants, because it is open only to
women who are not pregnant and never
have been.
That angered Caswell, who has a 5-yearold daughter and would like to compete for
the $1,000 scholarship awarded to the pageant winner. She plans to fight to get the
rules changed.
"I feel like I'm being discriminated
against for my decision to have my daughter," said Caswell, a Bowling Green sophomore majoring in computer science.
Caswell has asked for help from the
American Civil Liberties Union of Kentucky
and a religious institute based in Virginia. If
those organizations don't take her case, she
plans to work through friends to try to find
a private attorney who wili represent her for
free.
The ACLU's advisory panel was to
consider Caswell's case last night, said
executive director Everett Hoffman.

"I think it's fair to say, regardless of whether there's a legal claim
or not, (that) we certainly are very
critical of any state sponsorship of
a scholarship program that discriminates like this one does," he
said,
Hoffman said the case also
raises questions about whether a

state university should be involved
in a program that awards money
based in part on appearance.
The university provides the
$1,000 scholarship and also pays
the franchise fee, which is about
$500, said Judy Woodring, who is
director of forensics at Western and
coordinator of the pageant
Another recent case• in which
beauty-pageant rules caused controversy involved Maria Moore, the
1990 homecoming queen at the
University of Kentucky.
Moore, a divorced mother, could
not take part in the 1991 Kentucky
Mountain Laurel Festival because it
rules out contestants who have
been married, divo1:ced or pregnant.
Caswell, a sergeant in the Kentucky Air National Guard, lives
with her daughter, Danielle, in subsidized housing and receives wel•
fare while attending school full
time.
She called Woodring in January
for information on how to enter the
pageant, which will be March 10.
After learning Caswell has a
child, Woodring told her she was
not eligible because contestants
must sign a statement saying they
are not pregnant and never have
been, Caswell said.

Woodring said her decision was
not a judgment of Caswell's person·
al life. The local pageant is under
contract to the Miss America pageant and has no choice but to follow
its rules, Woodring said.
Caswell said she thinks the
Miss America pageant rules are
discriminatory and outdated in the
1990s, when ir.any young people
become sexually active by the time
the¥ are 15 or 16 and teen pregnan•
cy 1s common.
"What they are saying is very
unrealistic in today's world," she
said. "I think they need to raise the
standards to today."
Caswell, who planned to sing
contemporary Christian music in
the pageant, said she does not
condone premarital sex. But these
days, a single mother who is attending college and trying to improve
herself is not a bad role model, she
said.
Woodring said Caswell also is
ineligible to compete in the pageant
because the age limit was lowered
to 24.
Caswell said she thinks that
rule also is discriminatory.
But even if it is too late for
Caswell to enter the Miss Westem
pageant, she plans to keep challeng•
ing the rule on pregnancy in the
hope that she can make way for
another single mother to compete
someday.
"It's too far gone to stop now,"
she said. "I don't intend to give up
on it."
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'Fick Flop'
proves whale
of a PR tool
Who would have ever thought
that laying down on the job would
be the trick that put Dick Fick and
Morehead State on the college basketball map?
It did, though. The evidence is
the mail that has trickled steadily
across the Morehead coach's desk ·
since Dec. 19, the night the Eagles
lost to Kentucky 108-65 in Rupp
Arena.
Shocked by an official's call
against his team, the 6-foot-2, 235pound Fick (we're taking his word
on the weight) simply flopped over
on his back in front of the bench
and lay there, holding his head.
"I never left the coaching box,
. though, which, at my size, wasn't
easy," Fick said yesterday.
When tape of the incident
reached the ESPN studios in Bristol, Conn., studio analyst Jim Valvano, the former coach at Iona and
North Carolina State, thought it
was hysterical.
In fact, Valvano liked it so
much that he announced that each
week he would give out the "Dick
Fick Award" in honor of unusual
and outrageous sideline behavior
by coaches.
·
At first Fick wasn't sure that it
was such a wonderful idea.
"I was worried," he said. ''When
Coach Valvano called, I told him I
hoped this wouldn't be done in a
clownish way. And I didn't want it
to be a referee's thing, even though
that was a TERRIBLE call."
He was talking about the overand-back call in the UK game that
precipitated the Fick Flop. That's a
coach for you. They never forget
the bad calls.or the critical stories.
Happily for Fick, whose young
team is 3-18 after last night's loss to
Eastern Kentucky, the award has
been a publicity bonanza.
,
• Everyday·fur1helasUwo'''
months, Fick has received three or
four letters, some from old friends
and some from new fans. Ilut the .
most 'important thing is that he
doesn't have to spend so much time .
introducing himself to recruits.

"It's a recognition thing," Fick
said. "It's not gonna let you sign a
player. But Morehead State needs
that recognition because it hasn't
had any success since 1984."
That is the most recent trip the
E.agles have made to the NCAP.1.
tournament Until the time when
they're good enough to go back,
Fick will take .any kind of recognition he can get
"It's been done in a positive
vein so far," he said, "and I appreciate the way ESPN has handled it I
did that (lay down) once at home
last season, but nobody noticed because we weren't playing UK."
One of the most recent winners
of the Dick Fick Award was UK
Coach Rick Pitino, who was honored for jerking off his coat and
tongue-lashing a couple of players
during the Wildcats' win over Mississippi State.
Some of the other winners, as
selected by Valvano, have been
Southern Cal Coach George Raveling, Texas A&M Coach (and Fick's
former boss at Creighton) Tony
Barone, and Illinois State Coach
Bob Bender.

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 • 606-783-2030
''But Bender laid down," Fick
said. "That was cheap. But he looks
a lot better than I do laying doWIL I
mean, if you're going to be on
national TV, you'd like to weigh
180 and have a tan. I looked like a
small country."

L'ldeed Fick's size added to tlie
hilarity of his flop. He blames his
weight, by the way, on the fact that
he once had aspirations to be a
sports writer.
"I. worked for the Joliet, Ill,
Herald-News," Fick said. ''I wanted
to be a sports writer because who
the hell wants a job? I wanted to be
like you guys. Salami sandwiches
and stuff in the press box. That's
what screwed up my weight" ·
Fick said the award has helped
him deal with a season that ''hasn't
been a blast'' as far as winning is
<;oncemed. However, he said he's
pleased with the improvement his
team has made in recent weeks.
'
''The award has focused more
attention on me than on the players,
and that's O.K. for right now,'' he
said. ''But the next step is getting a
lot of publicity from going to the
NCAA tournament" ,
.
1
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Fire does little damage to UK building
A trash-can fire did little damage Tuesday night inside the
Funkhouser Building on the University of Kentucky campus, but
investigators think it was arson.
.
·
''There were no obvious signs that it was accidenta~" said UK
spokesman Ralph Derickson. "It is being investigated as an. arson,
but we have no proof of that at this point" .
,
Firefighters ·were called to Room 107 of the building about _7:50
p.m. They extinguished the fire minutes later. Derickson said a
smoke detector set off alarms at the UK police department and the
Lexington fire station.
··
The fire started in a trash can in the middle of the room, but some
flames spread to the carpet. The room sustained mostly smoke
damage. Derickson said the only financial losses were due to cleanup
efforts.
Three teaching assistants from the interior design department of
the College of Human .Environmental Sciences use the room. The
Funkhouser Building also houses the .university's registrar offices.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON,,KY.. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1993

Miss. fratemi_ty suspended
OXFORD, Miss.·~ A University of Mississippi fraternity has been suspended from
campus activities for six months after a brawl
in a Virginia bar during which some members
yelled racial slurs and threatened a black man.
A committee of two administrators and a
representative from Kappa Sigma's national
headquarters decided on the suspension. The
90-member chapter also will be requited to
perform at least 600 hours of community
service by April 15.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations- ·
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U of L stadium: Call it 1st and goal, with big tacklers
By SHEIDON. SHAFER
Staff Writer
It might not be fourth and long
yardage for a 50,000-seat, $53 million University of Louisville football
stadium anymore - but some big
tacklers still stand between the stadium backers and their goal.
. U of L coach Howard Schnellenberger says the obstacles aren't insurmountable. Banker Malcolm
Chancey, head of the stadium study
committee, says groundbreaking by
late summer is "not impossible."
But it won't be easy, either.
Season-ticket holders will have to
pledg1i $15 million up front for lifetime choice seats. That money is for
buying the land, starting site work
and reducing to about $38 million
the amount of bonds that must be
issued to finance the project.
It hasn't been decided yet who
might sell those bonds - but government approval will be needed.
The legislature will have to create
a commission or authority to own
the stadium and lease it to U of L.
A deal on the CSX-owned land
south of Belknap Campus hasn't
been reached. Environmental studies aren't complete, and some additional cleanup of the old railroad
yard might be needed. Diesel-fuel
contamination on part of the site already has had to be cleaned up.
The city will have to select a route
for the extension of Central Avenue
through the stadium site before the
stadium can be built - and no decision is likely before May.
Meanwhile, the U of L faculty
wants assurances that the stadium
won't detract from future pay raises
or academic programs.
And some officials, such as state
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, D-Jefferson
County, are concerned that the stadium might snarl South Louisville
traffic.

Nevertheless, Schnellenberger
has asserted that the stadium is on
an irreversible course to completion.

Financing·
U of L football crowds have averaged about 31,000 fans per game in
the eight years Sclinellenberger has
been here. The record was 40,457
for the Tennessee game in 1991.
· But can 50,000 seats be sold? The
backers are confident. They say the
new stadium, with more amenities
and better lines of sight, would increase interest, help recruiting efforts and elevate the program to a
new level.
And new stadiums elsewhere
have .produced higher attendance.
West'Virginia drew an average of
31,484 fans per game in 1979, but
since a new stadium opened in 1980
attendance has averaged 44,626.
The University of Kentucky averaged 33,897 per game in 1972 and
50,011 when Commonwealth Stadium, which the state funded, opened
in 1973.
A recent U of L survey showed
. about 80 percent of football seasonticket holders might pay higher
ticket prices - the key source of fi.
nancing the stadium. But it isn't
known if those wallets would really
open when the time comes.
The stadium committee proposed
selling I,700 choice, lifetime seats
for $5,000 to $20,000 to raise the
initial $15 million. The backers hope
to have firm ticket pricing in two
months and to start sampling commitments about May I. They hope
to know by July whether they can
achieve the $15 million in sales. If
the effort fails, they'll have to regroup.
The intent is to reduce the needed
bonds to. a manageable $38 million.
"I think we can figure out a way to
do it," Chancey said. City, county,
state and U of L bonding authority
aH might be tapped.

County Judge-Executive Dave
Armstrong and Mayor Jerry Abramson are open to issuing at least
some stadium bonds - as long as
no new tax money is required and
the annual bond debt is guaranteed.
State Rep. Marshall Long, D-Shelby
County,
House
appropriations
. chairman, said he thinks the legislature would. look favorably on some
U of L stadium bonds - and would
do so without approving something
of equal expense for the University
of Kentucky.
Several sources have been identified but not yet chosen· to retire the
annual $3 million bond debt. The
city, county and state are .,to be
asked to pledge to the boridl furid
about $600,000 a year in ne~sales
and occupational tax reventJ~ the
project is expected to generate. Between 12,000 to 15,000 seais between the 30-yard lines mig'jit be
sold for an annual additional (!bst of
$50 to $250, on top of the regular
ticket price. That would raise jlbout
$1.7 million a year. A $1 surcharge
on all tickets - the stadiunr;J,night
be used for about 15 non•(/
,, . of.L
_events a year, such as concerts and
high school sports - would" raise
about $400,000 a year. More than
$1 million a year could comejfrom
selling up to 46 corporate boxes.
For nearly a decade fans' who
have newly purchased bas\letball
season tickets also have had·tp buy
football tickets. But U of L Assl)ciate
Athletic Director Mike Pollio said
that the athletic association's linking of the season tickets may end.

.The site
Stadium consultants estimate the
land, left mostly unused wheri CSX
moved a wheel-repair operation to
Raceland, Ky., last December, is
worth $2 million. CSX spokesman
Lynn Johnson and U of L Vice
President Larry Owsley said the
parties aren't far apart on a price.

An environmental study 04 the
southernmost 23 acres foub~ s<iil
contaminated with diesel ;, 1fuel,
which was cleaned up,
nson
said. A study of the rest of the: roj,erty should be completed soo arid
Johnson said CSX would pa for
any cleanup before the sale.. :
·
About 13,000 parking space are
needed - at Belknap and ,un or
near the CSX property. Additional .
parking might not be requirei:I if -a
shuttle-bus service can be operated
from Churchill Downs and the fair•
grounds, Owsley said.
Land acquisition will wait uhtil
the route through the CSX site of
the proposed Central Avenue 'extension to· Crittenden Drive, ne11r the
fairgrounds, is nailed doWii, but
road and stadium work could proceed together.
...; ~
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Information for Ihle story was lllso
gathered by staff writer Ben Z.
Hershberg.
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No pageantry for parents,Single mother at W!(U_ sa~s ~ontest's
no-pregnancy rule 1s d1scr1ID1natory
By CYNTIIIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer
BOWLlNG GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University sophomore Lisa Caswell is a single mother
with a 5-year-old daughter. She struggles to make
ends meet.
So the oroscect of competingfor a scholarship i~
the Maren 10 · "Miss Western Scholarship Pageant'
was, to say the least, enticing.
She called faculty sponsor Judy Woodring, an assistant broadcasting and communications professor, for
information about entering. During the conversation,
she mentioned that she would need a baby sitter for
her daughter, Danielle.
"Oh, Lisa," Woodring ~ecall_s saying, "I'm really
sorry, but there's a clause m this that (says) you cannot have ever been pregnant."
As it turns out, the 25-year-old Caswell is also too
old by a year to compete. But it's the pregnancy rule
that rankles.
Caswell believes it's discritninatory, and she has
asked the Kentucky chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union to consider a legal challenge.
The chapter's executive director, Everett Hoffman,
said this week that the organization was still researching the question.
The Westen\ pageant is affi!!ated with the Mis_s
America Organization and the Miss Kentucky Organization which control local pageants through fran.
chise ~greements. Contestants must sign a cont~ct
certifying that they meet the requirements of the _Miss
America Organization.
Among other things, contestants must not hav?, a
criminal record. They must certify that they are of

good moral character" and have
never committed acts that are "dishonest, immoral, immodest, indecent or in bad taste." And they must
state that they have "never been
pregnant."
·
While a private organization may
.;stablish any restrictions it wishes,
Hoffman said he had concerns
about a state-supported school such
as Western "endorsing" such restrictions through its sponsorship of
a scholarship contest.
A contest that bans women who
have been pregnant, he said, "is discriminatory and offensive."
As sponsor, Western supplies a
$1,000 scholarship to the local pageant winner, in the form of a $500
deduction from tuition each semester. The university also pays a franchise fee of $500, according to
Woodring. The school's remaining
costs in putting on the pageant are
defrayed through ticket sales, according to Woodring and Gene
Crume Jr., Western's coordinator of
special events.
Hoffman called that "a real questionable use of sta_te money. • ••
Why should the state be involved in
what's basically a beauty pageant?"
Western is one of four state universities in Kentucky that hold preliminaries for national beauty pageants on campus, although each
handles its contest differently. Al
Morehead, another Miss Kentucky
franchise site, the student government association and interfraternity
and panhellenic councils run the
pageant. At Kentucky State, also a
Miss Kentucky franchise site, outside sponsors provide the scholarship money and defray the pageant's costs.
Murray's pageant is affiliated
with a· different national pageant,
the Miss , USA organization. But
staff sponsor Jeannie Morgan said
Murray contestants also must certify that they "have never given birth
to a child."

Caswell, a computer science major from Bowling Green, said she
was 20 and on active duty with the
U.S. Air Force in Spain when she
found out she was pregnant by "a·
guy I cared a lot about." She said
she could have had an abortion but
chose not to take "the easier way

out."

At Western, she lives in subsidized housing and gets by on welfare payments, benefits under the
GJ. Bill and her pay as a member of
the Kentucky Air National Guard.
She thinks the pageant's ban
"somewhat degrades single parents.
I don't think they have a right to say
we're less than somebody just because we choose to keep our babies.
To me, that should be a good moral
decision..•. (And) the fact that I'm
going to college should say enough
about my moral capacity. I am not a
bad role model. We are promoting
that (single parents) can get off the
government system and go to
school. That should be good enough
for the contest."
But pageant officials disagree.
Libbi Taylor, executive director of
the Lexington-based Miss Kentucky
Organization, said the Miss America
Organization's rules indicated to
her that "basically they don't see
that as a positive thing for Miss
America or a contestant."
Asked to explain the ban, the
Miss America Organization responded with a prepared statement
from its chief executive officer,
Leonard Horn. He noted that the
Miss America pageant has existed
since 1921 and that its rules were
consistent with its "traditions."
"As with all competitions," the
statement said, "the organizing
body has the prerogative to establish guidelines for eligibility."
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"There are large numbers -o f qualified needy families who cannot
afford even a 'bargain' at this
price," said Paul Borden, ex~tive
director of the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY.,
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1993

Cutbacks force
tough choices
on tuition rates
The Council on Higher Educa• The annual tuition and fees tion factors the income in when
that University of Kentucky stu- deciding how much to charge for
dents will pay is 82 percent of tuition.
!he median tuition and fees paid
• Both tuition and personal inm . 199~-~3 _by students at 18, come figures from other states are 2
umvers1t1es m other s!<1tes used years old, which virtually assures
for ben_c~-mark compansqns.,.
Kentucky tuitim;i will lag behind.
. • Twito~ at_ UK_and the Umv~rLast week, however, the council
s1!Y of Lomsvtlle m .tjie fall will
roved a key change in its tusttll be lower than tuition charged ~~P
.
•
d narthis year at comparable schools -in 11ion-setling pohcy t~at shoul
bordering states. Only tuitions at row the gap, Cox said.
the University of Tennessee and
Since J982, tuition rates have
West Virginia University were low- been set every two years.
er.
.
.
On Monday, the council voted
• Students at regional universr
ties such as Eastern and' Western to review tuition rates annually.
"We will still be behind, but not
will pay less than 75 percent of the
median tuition charged in 1992-93 as much behind as we were," Cox
at the 26 universities used for their said. ·
.. · .
. ··
. Being behind in .tuition is riot
comparisons.
• Even at most of the UK com- such a bad thing in a state as poor
munity colleges, where tuition will as Kentucky, many _higher ed_u_carise 20 percent, the annual tuition of tion officials say, callmg lo"." tu11lon
$840 is below the $900 median for the best form of student aid.
As tuition increases, so does the
comparable two-year schools:
number
of students from low-inStudents at Lexington Community College pay substantially more, come families who must have help·
$1,938 in annual tuition and fees. or are denied access to state-sup·
·
Tuition at LCC will not be increased ported schools.
in the fall.
_4 coruiro nf tho nffiro nf ft.llorfi~ Cobtinn~-

Herald-Leader staff report

The price of a college education
is going up, in more ways than one.
Nationally, an increasing number of state-supported colleges and
universities are facing tough decisions about tuition as financially
strapped state governmenis continue to face higher education costs.
When states reduce their appro-"
priations, state-supported universities have to cut back services or ask
students to shell out more toward
the cost cif their educations.
In 1980-81, states were paying
an average of 72.3 percent of the
cost of students' educations. A decade later, that had dropped to 67.2
percent. The 15 states, including
Kentucky, represented by the
Southern Regional Education Board
picked up a slightly larger share,
71.2 percent in 1990-91, but their
contributions decreased from the
average 76.5 percent they shouldered in 1980-81.
Kentucky ranks slightly above
both the national and regional averages, with state revenues paying
73.3 cents for every dollar it costs to
educate a student in higher education.
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UK cutting 27;_
worke.rs_:.tQ,,,_get.,,.
first di b8"dff]ot5s
,:.,·,, ...

By Dottle Bean
Herald-Leader education .writer

University of Kentucky -employee Kim
Stahlman got the bad news last month: Her·
position as a· staff assistant with UK's University Extension will end in Jurie.
. Stahlman's job is one of Tl being eliminated by UK as budget cuts continue on the
Leicington campus.
The latest job reductions are in addition to
the 575 jobs that UK has eliminated since 1991.
Most of the cutbacks are due a loss of state
funds that has totaled·more than $26 million in
the last 18 months.
·
·
In Stahlman's case, tlie reshuffling has a
happy ending: UK recently offered her a·
promotion and a_ raise and she will start to
work Monday as an admissions officer.
UK officials said yesterday they hope the
rest of the restructuring that is going on ends
with similar positive results for most of the 'Z7
employees who stand to lose their j9bsJune 30.
''What we have said is that we
will give them first shot at any job
that comes open and is at all
comparable," said Robert Hemen- ·
· way, chancellor of-UK's Lexington
campus.
Of the 'Z7 jobs eliminated so far
under UK President Charles Weth. ington's. restructuring and realignment plan announced last month,
18 are in University Extension.
Most of the jobs ,!n; a~§f!a__:_
tive positions - secretaries and
staff assistants - that pl'livided
support for the non-credit extension
courses that UK offers throughout
the community.
.. · ;• ·: ,,
. University Extension· is. often
confused with the better-known UK
Cooperative Extension Service operated by the College ot Agriculture. ·
The cooperative . service and its
county agents in all 120 _~lucky
counties will not be affected by the
cuts:

.

\,; .. , ... ;in::Z:.t'c•0.,.;.

Ii

will be .-,transfmed_';,to7 f..exiiigton:
Community College;swfilch-alreadYI
rum; similar crimiriunitf~ex)'en'siori:1
courses and 0 p r o ~ :,,if.ilii'';;.,:i,,::;;

.Enrollment up
2.4% atMSU.

, part-time teachers who teach them
are likely to be retained.
·· However, LCC already has ~
! administrative staff, in place to run
I the program, so most of the Univer' sity Extension administrative staff
i will not be needed. · · , .
. .
In addition to the · extension
· staff, UK is eliminating the jobs ,of
nine other UK emP.loyees. Four are
data entry operators and five are on
UK's photographic staff.
.· "
' UK will try to find jobs at the
same salary levels for all nine of
those employees, said UK Vice
President Eugene Williams. If employees are offered jobs for which
they will need training, UK will
provide it, Williams said.
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Morehead State's enrollment
. rises
.
:

.

Associated Press

Llberty, Prestonsburg and Pikeville.
"The growth that we are seeing at
our off-campus sites only serves to
prove that there is a great hunger
for higher education opportunities
out in the region,'' said MSU President Ronald Eaglin. '"Keeping those
opportunities· accessible -; :,:" is an·
Important key to the economic and
community development of Eastern

:: MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead
State University's spring enrollment
has grown to 8,538 from 8,339 a
year ago, roughly a 2.4 percent in~rease, according to the school's
preliminary figures. The -increase
W1!8 ,spurred by a 17 percent growth
in enrollment at the school's off~pus· centers-in-,Ashland, West Kentucky." ------
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,Morehead ·,tuderit ~nrollment up 2.4%'.;
' : MO.REHEAD·...::. Sp~ by off-campus increases, spring enro1i:
meiit at More)iead State University grew 2:4 percent from lilst•year's
figures; .according to the school's preliminary figures.
· ,_- .:•
That brings ~llment to 8,538 this semester,- compared ,'\Vith
8~~. ~.Y.eai
.-~~i••i1:J
-.'. ,,·_. '-'~:-- 'x;},
.• ·
.- ~
.
. Erirollinerit at the school's four off-campus centers -in Ashland,
West Liberty,'Prestonsburg and Pikeville - grew by 17 percent
"The growth that we·are seeing at our off-campus-sites-only
serves ..~.P,ove that,j:here iii".a.great hunger for higher education
oppm-furoµe:i 9,Ut in_ th¢, 'oii,""said )\iSU'President Ronald Eaglin.
"Keeping those:f0ppo~ties ·:aooessjole through ·the ~ded
campus centers and other sites is an important key to the economic'
and
communitY;•development
Eastern
Kentucky."
:;;:,:_;; "'-•;,,, .." ',
., . ,. .+;:·.~•~.,
.o:&1.- e-..·,;,;it,,;,t,.,,. .. ~is1,?1.·..Jof.111-,.i.c&
.~""'..._
· -· ,,..~....:...-:• ·•· ~-

~->

I

-:;;_·The~..... \_\ . ·:&tiW_··, -~~-~-'O\
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- andikely. to,be eoilth)ued.:itai1tWC,
.
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MOREHEAD - Spurred I --i
by off-campus increases, , : :~
spring enrollment at
·' "1 o
Morehead State University ~
gt'faoW ?.,4 m::~r~~nt over last · _
year, according to the I : ·_ g_
1
school's preliminary
~
.,, .. •-;.
., ..... ,~.~-·{m
filgureS. , . , C
•
, ,: l.l :,
That brings enrollment to ~
8,538 this semester, _,.•--·
;a
compared to 8,339 a year
. ;.
ago.
.. .. ,::· . ;
Enrollment at the school's ;;;
four off-campus centers ,- g_
in Ashland, Wes~ Liberty, ;,_
Prestonsburg and Pikeville . ~
· - grew by 17 percent.
·; ~
"The growth that we are ., i
seeing at our off-campus · · '<
sites only serves to prove
·
that there is a great hunger ~
for higher education
:,
opportunities out in the
gregion," said MSU
~
President Ronald Eaglin.
;/;'
. "Keeping those·
opportunities accessible
o,
through the extended
'<
campus centers and other ~ ,
sites is an important key to
the economic and
co
community development of ~
eastern Kentucky."
_·,, .,From staff reports

2

University Extension ·is bestknown for some of.the programs it
has offered in the rommunity: class-:
es in conversational Japanese, mon- ·
ey management and health . ani;I
fitness.
It offers both aedit and non.aedit courses, but.the UK restruc-__

'~k3!~~f·~~~i~
· , All,, of the I iioii'.criilif 'co~

606-783-2030

Presideni'AimiG;\Edwards,'fill'ci7tlie
.....
·- ....
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Fornler- vice pr.~sident at Centre
_will head 1'fiox College in Illinois
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
!

Frederick C. "Rick" Nahin, a -for.'
Frederick
mer Centre College vice president
.. --Nahm.
and general secretary, has been .
. Bowling Green
named president of Knox College in
native
led drives
Galesburg, m.
to raise money
. Nah!n, 45, will succeed John P..
McCall on July 1. McCall, president.
of the private, four-year liberal arts
college for 11 years, is retiring. · • ; stitutlonal research.
"It is a great honor to have been
selected to se1Ve as the next oresiNah!n spearheaded Penn's fivedent of Knox College," Namn· said. :;-ear, $1 billion fand,ralsir.g cam,
He called the 156-year-old school of paign, which has raised more than
nearly 100 students "a national $925 million since 1989 and is ex•
model· for undergraduate educa- peeled to reach its goal well ahead
lion."
·
.
· · of its scheduled completlonin-1994.
Nah!n, a Bowling Green native, During his tenure there, Penn went
left Centre in 1986 to become senior from 23rd to fourth- nationally, in
vice president and chief develop- money raised and is first among all
ment officer at the University of colleges ,and- universitleiic" hi - tlie
Pennsylvania. In 1991 he also be- number of. contributing_ alumni. ;_ 6,
came Penn's chief planning officer .While at. Centre ,from ··.1975 to.
in charge of policy planning and in- 1986, he helped to increase the Dan-.

ville school's endowment from $6
million to. $37 million.
.Nah!n earned .his bachelor's de:
gree in chemistry and physics at•
Centre in 1969, and he received a
master's degree in chemistry from
the University of Kentucky in 1971.
He initially worked as a research
chemist ,for Reliance Universal iii
Louisville; and in 1!!73 he became a
technical sales representative for,
Honeywell Corp. . . - .
.
.
- Nahm returned to Centre in 1976
as director of alumni affairs and a.-i:
nual giving.
· -. ···
"Rick. Nahin .brings outstanding
credentials to the job of leading.
Knox College," sa.i!l Jarvis· B. Cecij;
chairman of the Knox· board of
trustees. "The breadth of liis experience; ·in charge of _!10th planning
and-- development for- a ·-major nk
seai'ch university, : is unpatalleled;
aild his record of achievements'
speaks !~_i!f,_e~."
·
•:,
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College football coaches rail
against cutbacks-

Among the recommendations that drew
' the most criticism yesterday:
Staff Writer
■ Limiting Division I-A football squads to
105; the current average is ll8.
KANSAS CI1Y -: The prospect of a Divi"If they want us to go back to sin~le-l!lasion I-A national football championship was
toon football, I'd wish they stop hiding 11,"
expected to be a prevailing topic yesterday
Rice coach Fred Goldsmith said.
as a two-day NCAA forum got under way.
■ Reducing preseason practices for all fall
Instead, the subject often was what is besports by 25 percent;· football would be cut
coming a two-sided political football in colback to 22 practices, from 29.
.
lege athletics: cost control and gender equi, "There's a .§afety factor there that I don't .
ty.
!
' like about · that," ··,Arizona coach
Many football coaches felt that a list of 17
! Dick Tomey said. "You may end up
proposals. to reduce expenses for college
\ hurting sol'!lebody.'1 · . ·.
athletics is targeted at their sport, with a re■ Reducing off-campus recruiting
1
newed push to increase participation for
ci>ntacts and evaluation days from
women the biggest_ bemifi_~~ as funds are
110 to 70 ~ a 36 percent cut- for
reallocated.
.
· ,
Division l•A and I-AA football and
In fact, the recommendations, which were
Division ·I basketball ·· ··· ·- ···
recently conceived by NCAA subcomittees,
One of the most outspoken paneldo call for dramatic cutbacks in football. But
isis was Ohlci State coach John C!Jogender-equlty propo~ents vow that football
p_er, who said, "College football is
does not bear a bull s-eye.
.
the best it's ever been. My plea to
"Many people look at gen~er equity and·
college presidents and everybody
think it can be solved by taking from· footelse around the country is to leave it
ball," said Baylor athletic director· Grant
alone."
_ • -,
·
Teaff, a former football coach :who now
: Cooper particularly was adamant·
se1Ves on an
gender:equity las~
at the thought of ·cutting back footforce. "But I don t think Congress, when 1t liall to achieve gender equity.
passed Title ~ (in 197~), .ever in\ended to
, .'/J,.don'tthhik any pe.rson should
. d~_some~ to build sometl!lng•up,-to
biii(denied)'.the opportunity.to par~ a t e a ~ males to ,give_ some-.
tlcipat!l.in college athl~tlcs, but not
thing to females.
_ _ . _ • ··
· ·
at the expense of keeping someone
Teaff said that he, too, feared that gender
ellierfrom· participating,'.' he said.
equity was targ~ted ~t football, and that
, ' We 'all know that football is the ve1 bl.ele for financing athletics, so why
many coaches still believe that way. . ,
"There's tremendous pressure on Division
; ... - --·····-·-· .
. ··-•. __ ..•,•.
I-A coaches to be concerned-about their pro'"'"·"'"'"=""··--· · -··--- ·· - ·--, ·-•·
grams" Teaff said. "and they-recognize that
football will have to give up some things.
But there are some concerns because of a
lack" of understanding. And we'l'_!l p-ying to ,
educate them;.,,
.. ~::....,~':,,:_·;.; : ·.'}
Phyllis Howlett,:assistant C01111JllSSioner of,
the Big Ten Conference, said th_ose who ,
think that football is ·a target of §ender equi- •
ty-"have a lack of informatlol)i .,;;,1{1/fii;,.,i,:~
The 17 recommendatl(ms result~ from 11!1.
NCAA study that sh_ow~t!l,at iifarly~70;per;;!.
~•-s • f Division I schools fail fo ope.rate self-·
cent
o
. l:hleti _ _ ,.,,..., " ~---~~,
sm,portiVe.p_ _l:_'P•-.,.-···."·•• ... -.,,~-•
_ _ _ ,-·

· - ---

By DAVE KOERNER

fo/~

1

cut the sport that-makes it possible
for others to participate?"
Cooper instead thinks a national
Division I-A football championship
game would be ii l?eiter way to create money for women's sports as
athletic directors from coast to
coast try to trim their budgets in the
wake of huge state shortfalls.
"Maybe we can use the money to
bail out schools (that) had to give
up football, or ·maybe use it for
_#1)S research. _JJiere are a lot of
ways to use $60 .to $70 !!'!!lion,"
1 Cooper said.
· ··
According to a 1991 NCAA study,
, the ratio of male athletes to female
athletes in Division I was 2.24 to 1,
2.11 to I in Division Il and l.87 to I
in Division m.
· ·· ·
Howlett said the gender-equity
task force has not examined the
possibility of a f09tball playoff.
''We want to see what we can do
to create ·more opportunities for
women in college· athletics," she
said. "Not to create_ a·,football playoff." •
F

'

•

' ,,
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ACC commencement
to. be at Paramount
By GEORGE WOLFFORO
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND ...:.. The growing popularity of Ashland
Community College's spring
graduation/honors ce·remony has forced school officials to move it off campus for the first time since
1975.
This spring's commencement will be at the Paramount Arts Center, ACC officials announced last week.
College officials said the
move was necessary because the crowd that annually turns out for the event
has overwhelmed the· space
available in ACC's auditorium.
"It has just gotten so
crowded in the auditorium
.

··-·

that some people had to
watch it on television from
other rooms," said Greenup
County attorney Bruce Les lie, chairman of the
school's advisory board.
"It's nice to keep it on
campus, but anyone interested enough to come out
shouldn't have to sit elsewhere."
The Paramount seats
1,328 people, more than
three times the capacity of
the ACC auditorium.
.
"It was the logical place
to have graduation, and the
Paramount was anxious to
have us use it," said Dr.
Charles "Chick" Dassance,
ACC president.
'
Ash,Iand attorney Richard

"Sonny" Martin, a member o~
the advisory board, . recalled-that graduations were ·once!
held in the basement of the oldl
college building at 15th Street
and Central Avenue.
·r
Faculty member J.B;l
Sowards, who began working)
at the school in ·1956, Its last
year before joining the Unlver,1
sity of Kentucky system, said!
off-campus graduations weiir
nothing 11ew.
.
J
That commencement 'was iI1I
the old First Christian Church'
at 20th Street and Winchester
Avenue.
· ' · ·" .H· ·, ·
"We had an academic pa:•
rade up there and everything,'/
Sowards said.
. '/

·;

-A service of the Office of Media Relationsj: ,;f
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College football battling cutbacks
as women's sports fight for equity
By Bob Dart
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON - Congress
may step in soon to force colleges to
obey federal law and stop discriminating against women in sports, a
House subcommittee chairwoman
warned yesterday.
But college officials said that
attaining absolute equity between
men's and women's sports could
require massive changes - and
probably cutbacks - in major college football programs.
"Football is not going to die, but
football is going to have to share,"
predicted Donna Lopiano, director
of the Women's Sports Foundation
and former women's athletic director at the University of Texas.
Rep, Cardiss Collins, D-111., chair
of the House Commerce and Consumer Protection Subcommittee,
said colleges are virtually ignoring
Title IX of the 1972 Civil Rights
Amendments that requires gender
equity in sports in all colleges that
receive federal funds.
Although more than half of all
college students are women, she
said, men get "the lion's share·.of
athletic scholarships, coaching salaries and operating expenses" in
college sports.
"Twenty years is too long to
wait for enforcement," Collins said.
To prompt immediate compliance,
she is preparing legislation that
would move enforcement of Title IX
from the Education Department· to
the Justice Department - and take
violaiors to federal courtrooms.
''It's clear that neither the
NCAA or colleges are going to do
the right thing any time soon," she
said.

The flow
of money
How Division I-A school• dlvld• th•lr ■th•
resourcas batwNn th• ■•H•, on aver-

letlc

age:
Man

Women

Scholarshlps
$1,291,118
$505.246
Scholarshlj)s given
143
59
Students competing
323
130
Coaches' salaries-x
$6,791
$206,106
Recruiting expenses
$268,996
$49,406
x-Coaches' salaries include only head coach

positions.

Source: NCAA

At a hearing yesterday, college
officials asked Congress not to interfere, insisting that progress is
being made.
"Federal intervention is not the
answer to making gender equity a
reality," said Thomas Hem, president of Wake Forest. "Athletic
departments are now working hard
to cut costs so that dollars can be
reallocated to support women's athletic programs."
Grant Teaff, athletic director at
Baylor and a member of the NCAA
Task Force on Gender Equity, said
he didn't know if full compliance of
Title IX could be achieved without
severe cuts in football programs.
"Football by its nature is a
resource-intensive sport - requiring more players, more coaches and
more protective equipment than
other sports," he testified. Since
there is no comparable women's
sport, football is largely "responsible. for the spending disparities"
wheti budgets of men's and women's athletic departments are compared, he said..
On the other hand, he said,
successful .football programs pay
for themselves and generate revenues for other sports, including
women's. sports.
__ .. ____ -·-- But Collins said football yields
such profits at a relatively small
number of college powerhouses.
"Most football programs lose money and are subsidized in many
ways, including mandatory stud"l)t
fees that are charged to all students
-,-_male and female;' she.said . , ..·
. 'At
colleges, football,· has
become: a multimillion-dollli' eutEr;,
. ' ;th; lavisl:. facilitits .fUJMuld_
Jl1'
.18e'..'l'V
•WI .,· .,:evenues
". ~"·biooiiia ,with·•
-•··
.. s..
..

,:

,.

;

many

·t:"

.

••

'

.. '

contributions. Players go to school
for free, live in plush athletic dorm_s,
travel by airplane and stay m
luxury hotels, sometimes even before home games. Women athlet~
are second-class citizens in compan·
son, the subcommittee was told.
Compliance with Title IX _will
not kill college football, testified
Lopiano, who spent 17 years in the
Texas athletic department But "the
standard of living of many football
programs will have to be reduced in
order to redistribute funds for the
cause of gender equity," she said.
Hern, a member of the NCAA
Presidents' Commission and the
Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Sports, said a college's football scholarships will be limited to
85 for next year. That's down from
88 in 1993, 95 in 1988 and 105 m
1973. He would not rule out further
reductions.
·
Teaff said going below 85 scholarships could raise safety concerns.
If the number of scholarship players is reduced further, he said a.
return to one-platoon football might
be in order.
.
If football players are not counted,"Teaff said, more women athletes
than male athletes are on scholarship at Baylor.
But football players are male,
pointed out Lopiano, and they are
counted under Title IX, which says
the male-female ratio of athletes
should be roughly the same as for
the student body in general.
As an initial step toward forcing compliance with Title IX, ·Col'
!ins introduced a bill requiring all
colleges receiving federal funds to
. disclose their expenditures on men's
and women's athletic programs,
participation rates and sports· ~ffered to men and women.
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olksy art
MSlJ'.s growing program drawing attention
b
"Morehead has done a really
ice Job," she said. "It allows·
pie who are interested to .
o tO'lme place and have'expo,-"
,to knowledgeable people ,
d
of work.

,- . Calvin. cooper, a Fleming
· County· artist who sculpts tree
limbs into animals, said the
: folk art program has been in. dispensable in promoting .his

MS~ talk ar'r• progi'iim, i
ounded in 1985 by-art depart- nt. chairman•· Tom Sternal . d then dean of;arts and ~cinces· Robert Burns, also 'has.
ecome the most Important
romoter of eastern Kentucky
olk artists, Oppenhimer said.
'
Swain and Scheiberg, bower, say they are careful not
Influence the artists by urgg them to mak<>· items that
are ~ore successful,-commerc1ally.
, .
, "That's one of the· main
fooints . of our marketing pro1grani,11 said Scheiberg. <lwe·r~
Inot here to create what's happening . in the Kentucky art
world. We're here to reflect
what's- happening in the Kentucky art world, for better or
for worse. We try very, very
hard not to direct the artist in
any sort·of way at all."· ! ·

' ' "They · helped me get better
·known," said Cooper, 72. "My
business has d .. :.ibled or better
since I started ;: ve years ago."
Cooper, who said his prices
have .risen by about a third
since he started letting MSU
market his wares, is one of 32
area artists whose work the
program handles.
,
Scheiberg said the center
buys most of the artists' work
outright and ,then resells it to
galleries and collectors at a SO
percent markup. The profit is
plowed back into the program's budget.
"The overall intention of
our program is to free up the
artists to be as creative as
they can, as they're willing to
be, without them feeling like
they· have to produce X number of this, that or the other "
Swain said. ·
'

By JIM ROBINSON

OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

, MOREHEAD - A former doctor's office on the edge of Morehead State University's campus has become . a· nerve
center for an art form that is attracting
national attention: eastern Kentucky folk
art.
Bright wooden walking sticks painted
to look like animc.is and birds hang from
the walls near paintings of Noah's Ark
in the two-story brick building, the
former office of Dr. Arvis Porter and
since August the home to MSU's folk art
program.
Downstairs, remodelers are stri;,ping
wallpaper to prepare other rooms for
museum displays ·of art defined by its
creators' lack of formal training.
The rooms upstairs at llO .W. University Blvd. are crammed with works for
sale - paintings, sculptures and carvings by more than 30 area artists.
Last year, the program's marketing
arm sold $120,000 worth of artwork to
galleries and collectors from as far away
as Los Angeles and New York.
· "I think the folk art of Kentucky is
getting known because of the program
there," said Ann Oppenhimer, president
of the Folk Art Society of America,
based in Richmond, Va. "People order
from all over the country. They're prDviding a real service. No one has done it
before them."
Curator Adrian Swain and marketing
director Susan Scheiberg said the development of the folk art program - and its
. promotion out of the Claypool-Young Art
· 'Building into a facility of its own - is a
reflection of the growing interest in the
art form.
The interest is reflected not only in
the commercial success of the art prices of the work of more popular artists have doubled and tripled in the past
few years - but also in the attention
being paid to it by the academic community, Swain said. ,
Museums in Milwaukee and New Orleans plan folk art exhibits this year.
Four years ago, the Museum of American Art at the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C., acquired 400 objects from a
large private collection and produced a
folk art exhibit in 1991.
Alice Yelen, assistant to the director at
the New Orleans Museum of Art, said
folk artists are no longer being considered as naive dabblers, but as accomplished masters in their own right.
She said MSU's folk art program has
been instrumental in helping in that
transition.
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Bus,iness Monday

Wood-carving couple find fame, fortune
By Jacalyn Carfagno
Herald-Leader business wriler

together," to buying logs. They now hire
people to do the rough cut on big pieces and
search the woods for some of their materials.
The Adkins are known for their carved
animals - roosters. horses. opossums, dogs as well as Minnie's carved tableaux with
subjects like Noah's ark, herself and Garland,
Adam and Eve.
Thev've named their end of the world
Peacefui Valley and peaceful it is because it is
so remote. To find their home Garland meets
~-.-,u in lson\'ille and you follow him. But plenry
of people find them and the phone rings

ISONVILLE - Almost 30 years ago someone told Minnie Adkins she should sign and
date the little roosters and other animals she
was carving.
_"They need to be in museums and galleries
and stuff like that," Adkins recalls being told.
Adkins didn't think much oi it at the time.
Living in Ohio, she was only a hobbyist
whittler. ocqisionally selling a rooster for 50
cents or a dollar.
"Now the cheapest one we have sells for constan ti y.
$15," Adkins said. And indeed her work and
"It just keeps you really busy keeping up,"
that of her husband. Garland. is now found in :Vlinnie said. with the appointments, the orders.
museums. galleries and some very expensive the ,·isitors. the interviews. Sometimes it gets
homes.
to be ,oo much. "the joy's gone and I don't
They've gone from making things our of enjoy it sci I just have to take a break," she
"old rotten wood, anythm~ ,hac would hold said .
. The Daily Independent. ".shland. i<.entuck;

Settlements
reached in
girl's MSU
accident
By JIM
OF

ROBIN.SON

THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD A
Morehead girl who was
critically injured when
she fell through a grate
at Morehead State L'.niversity has reached outof-court settlements with
three defendants her parents sued over the incident.
The National Youth
Sports Program, the National Collegiate Athletic
Association and Grueninger & Thompson Inc.
settled a lawsuit '.\-londay
filed against them on behalf of Melody Riggsby.
according to her at•
torney. Keith '.\-lcCormick
of Morehead.
Riggsby, now 13. suffered a fractured skull
and hearing loss when
she fell through the grate
and landed on a concrete
slab 14 feet below on
June 27. 1990. She was attending a six-week sports
camp at MSL' at the time.
McCormick said the
three defendants settled
in Lexington. where the
case was mediated.
McCormick said claims

Friday. February 19. 1993

from the accident are still
pending against MSU and two
contractors, G&D Insulating, a
subcontractor using the grate
opening to deliver insulation
underground. and Romac Inc.,
the contractor that hired G&D.
'.\!Su was dismissed as a defendant in the lawsuit, but McCormick said a claim is pending against the institution before the state Board of Claims.
:V!cCorm ick said he was
"very satisfied" with the settlement with the three defendants. who sponsored the

/

Wnile many give·credit to the Adkins· skill
talent and business acumen. Minnie say,
they've had a lot of help getting where they an
now. They credit Adrian Swain of the folk ..\ri
Program at Morehead State Cniversny anc
Larry Hackley. the art dealer who begar
buying their pieces and taking them into ,
wider market in the mid 1980s. "If it hadn':
been for Larrv Hacklev I wouldn't have :oeen ir
this. I would. have quit." Garland said.
Things really took off when they wen
featured in 0. Appalachia. a 1989 book abou
mountain artists. After that collectors an,
galleries literally beat a path to cheir door.
The Adkins enjoy their success bm the:.
think it could and should spread much iar:he,
"[ am real blessed." ,!'-- ie said. "[ wisl
everybody that goes int,, :: :, u,c ~e• wher,
we're ar. A lot of people ::-7:-1.'.!;!e anci ::-:c::- anl
finally gives up and qui:s."
0

,

camp. But he declined to say
how much money the girl and
her family received.
The girl has recovered. but
suffered some hearing and vision loss.
McCormick said he expects
the claim against the university to be resolved within 12
months. A trial on thP claims
against the contractors is
scheduled to begin April 5 in
Rowan Circuit Court.

ART: Demand
for1 folk pieces
keeps growing
'. C,,:;, ,,-r1....,,... f.J..>
'-.

,

"But there's still this enormous
residue of interest that began with
the bicentennial in works that have
a country living, decorator look,"
Hackley said.
In folk art, no different from
other art. pricing remains a function
of the reputation of the artist. the
quality of the individual piece and
what the market wants.
A factor in the increasing respect, as prices go, that folk art gets
from collectors is the growing representation in museum shows and
collections. Hackley can reel off a
dozen museums that now buy these
works in this region and beyond to
New York, Washingron D.C. and
Milwaukee.
.
There is a certain circular logic
for institutions, like the program at
Morehead and the Kentucky Art
and Craft Gallerv in Louisville. that
both sell work and organize shows
put together by experts in the field.
"It will become validated
through a museum setting," Scheiberg said. That adds a note of
legitimacy and security for collectors considering an in,estment in a
work of art.
Who makes it?
What do they make?

For the ,ollector it is a pleasure
and an investment: for the dealer it
· is a business: for the artist it is.
sometimes. a livelihood.
Folk artists in Kentuckv mav
not be distinguished from· other
artists in the difficulty they have
making a living.
Even today - with work selling in galleries around the country.
with pieces showing up in Metro·
politan Home. Southern Living and
a host of glitzy magazines - very
few pecple make their living just
making folk art in Kentucky.
The same is not necessarily true
for crafts. The state's Craft Market•
ing Program estimates at least
2,000 people in Kenmcky m2!-:e a
substantial part of their inLu,11e
from craft production.
"A good many are either retired
or disabled or something so they
are getting some other sort of
income," Hacklev said of folk artists. A few, like Minnie and Garland
Adkins in Elliott County, do well
enough to make a living. Their
work is so widely recognized they
can sell directly to galleries and to
collectors, and always have more
orders than they can fill.
Both Hackley and Scheiberg
noted that many pecple who make
folk art came to it as a second
career. Many are retired before thev
begin producing. Some are forced
into retirement by an injury. "lt
seems to come on at sonie sort of
crisis point in life." said Scheiberg:
an accident. retirement. severe injury or illness.
A long tradition
Creating and markt'tmg f,)!k a:1:.

and crafts. ha5 long heer. a '.\·ay io

Ul.ng :r. ;i":1:r:c:

-:- .n; • •·-~~;ce :1..,

supplement rlagirng mcomes in
some of the poorest parts of the
state.

Even today, a large part of
Kentucky's folk art is produced in
some of the state's poorest counties.
The ..\.dkins, for example. live and
work in Elliott Count,·. which consistently has the high~sr unemployment m the state.
Around the tum of the cenrurv
a movement began. led in part by
Berea College. to sell Kentucky's
homemade products. Garty Barker,
who \\TOte The Handcraft Ret·fral
in Sottthern Appa!athiu. nOw directs
the maikc-n~g prng:am ~or Berea's
student L'T~t:::-- ;::r. ,gr;J.m.
Berea c:uce:i:s were able to

trade the!:- ~ ,:r:cmade products for
tuiti(,n: the (11!k·ge :;old some of
them nm ,n· <J.te.-!n the 1920s and
'305 the effor.: picked up steam.
..\.iced bv government and missionary eff, .r,_5_ several cooperatives
were e5tabii:--hcd ro make or market,
or both. locsi art and craft objects.
Barker 5<itC :'.ie dfvrts had a twofold purpo><:: tll bring ·in money
from uurs;cie the region and to
maintair. the ,._~eative ~ditions. ·•If
they don·~ --e,! ~hem. they quit
making :hen: .. hurtly." Barker said.
"The J1g cxpln:-:ion came
around i<lti~ ~ hue:e publicity.
marketpbcc- .....,;:ian..::, ,~. ~·.-e;".,·thing
happened aonut l%5." Barker said.
Pan of it was the 1960s movement back t1J a s1moler life. closer to
the land. he ::-aid. Bue another pan
was the War ,m Po\·en,.-. which
agair. focused 1m making ·rhe most
of hx-ai i.a:t:~: "as economic salva1

0

tion."

Out-of-state business
That :::::::::t:11r.. :::uch .1s it 1s. has
alway::- ,· ,me .an!e!v frnm ,)ut oi
3-tate. · ~:,,.-r:t':i-JC'!"'.! --hip::- 2.!)_,m 50
pe:-ct>nt ,if :.i•; --:i:l', .1;11 , ;! .:rate. She·
dca::- -, ._-.::.::-- :- .~·ah at !east 30
H::, .-: ,·:• ·:-T. 1-'.~ ~hmugh the
\l!c .,-.-,:. · 11· .,:c:r,.r<>n. D.C.. and
Pr,:::,f:1·'.;'t::,: . ,el'. b·- •,,i;ares and
~h:~~ ::-, :·: \t'·,\ Y,
· .=a!ifornia.
~t<.-_t'r::'.·. ··i
. --t:'.'.:r.g more
a~ ·::t' .. , ;::
:··.1 ,1r.c .\"as~ville.
1

If you want to see Kentucky folk art there are many
opportunities. Watch gallery
and museum listings for
shows. You can also consult
the telephone directorv to find
galleries that handle ·folk art.
The vital information about
the galleries mentioned in the
accompanying article is:
Kentucky Art and Craft
Gallery
609 W. Main St.
Louisville, Kv. 40202
Telephone: 502-589-0102
Hours: 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through Saturdav and bv
appointment
·
·
Folk Art Center-Morehead
State University
119 West University Blvd.
Morehead, Ky: 40351
Telephone: 606-783-2204
Hours: 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
M?nday to Friday and by appomtment

!he ..\.rt and Craft Gai!e,·. at
Lomsville relies heavily ,Jn ,Jt-ofstate sales as well. Marsha Burton
there recalls one weekend iasr vear
when a convention group staying
nearby came in and spent $16,000.
The gallery also takes sales on
the road through a catalog and
other _efforts. The last couple of
Y~rs It has taken works from some
at !he 32 artists it represents to a
maior market in Chicago called
c'iew Art Forms.
. There, competing against some
ot t_he best-known art objects in the
nanon and the world. the Kentuckv
group took in $15,000 in 199i.
Walking sticks, or canes. alone
accounted for $8,000 of those sales.
In spite of recent success, manv
people see room to grow, in both
market and price, for Kentucky folk
art.
Foreign markets are relati,·ely
untouched. Prices, relative to those
tor more mainstream an. remain
l,Jw. Scheiberg thinks prices can
mcrease an additional 50 percent in
the next five years. "The market is
getting ready to explode. r reallv
am com·inced of that." she sa:d. ·

l.
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_ Simplicity fuels interest
·.in works, experts say
Creations often· attest
to link with nature
a·, J1M RomN1oil
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - The growing interest in folk art is
being fueled by its simplicity
and lack of pretension, art experts say.
"This is such honest art,"
said Susan Scheiberg, market•
ihg director for the Morehead
State University folk art program. "Because the artists are
not trained in any sort of for•
mal environment, it comes
from the heart, and I think
people are really responding
to that right now.
"It really touches people,"
Scheiberg adds. "Some people
look at it and hate it: ·A child
could have done it,' that kind
of thing. But it really touches
people."
Alice Yelen, the assistant to
the director of the New Or•
leans Museum of Art, which
will open a major folk art ex·
hibit this fall. said the main·

stream art community now
recognizes folk .art as high
quality visual art.
"There's an authenticity to
this work," Yelen said. "It
comes from the core of the
being of individuals. In all the
hype of the mainstream art

market. there's some question
about where authenticity is.
·• As people try to be innova•
tive. often there's some spirit
missing from the work. This
work brings to it a real authenticity that even main-

stream artists have noticed
and tried to mimic."
Folk art is loosely defined as
being created by artists who
have no formal training.
Ann Oppenhimer, president
of the Folk Art Society of
America. said Kentucky's folk
art is defined bv its tradition
of whittlers and carvers.
Kentucky folk art also is
identified by its toylike quality because rural Kentuckians
often used to have to make
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Demand,
prices grow
for folk art
I

Works turn up
in· museums
By Jacalyn Carfagno
Herald-Leader business writer

There could be more auspicious indicators, but maybe the
fact that Morehead State University's Folk Art Center has gained
a spot on Dairy Queen's map of
things to do is a sign that folk art
has arrived.
Folk art - more about that
name later; no one really agrees
on what to call it - is as old as
Kentucky. An active market goes
back through at least half the
state's history.
These days, though, it seems
poised for a new level of growth,
recognition and price. "It's on the
verge of becoming really, really
big," said Susan Scheiberg, director of marketing at Morehead's
Folk Art Center.
Last year, with no advertising
budget, operating out of a con•
verted classroom in a building
with no parking, the Morehead
gallery had gross sales of slightly
more than $120,000.

toys for their children, she
said.
"It's the kind of art people
can relate to," Oppenhimer
said.
The toylike quality of Ken·
tucky folk art also suggests
the close attachment berween
the· artist and narure. The ma•
terials they use often come
from narure.
Tim Lewis, an Elliott Coun•
ty sculptor and walking stick
maker, and Calvin Cooper, a
Fleming County artist, say
they collect the raw materials
they turn into art objects
while walking in the woods.
Cooper said that's the thing
that collectors find most interesting: his ability to spot what
will eventually become an animal or a bird in a limb he sees
on walks in the woods near
his home at Plummer's Land·
ing.
Perhaps equally intriguing
is what the artist doesn't see
or create.
"Lots of times I go out and
end up just bringing wild
flowers back home,'' Cooper
said.

That is up from $25,000 in
1989, the first year Morehead had
a sales gallery. The Kent.icky Art
and Craft Gallery in Louisville
has seen sales rocket from
$75,000 in 1984 to $500,000 last
year.
Both rely to a large extent on
word of mouth and on free public
ity, such as notices in magazines
and the Dairy Queen map, :o
direct customers to their doors.
While there are still very few
people who make a full-time living producing folk art. the returns
are improving for high-quality
work. The work of such artists is
making its way into museums.
galleries and the homes of collectors. And at every stop the price
is increasing.
Scheiberg cites as an exampie
a piece her gallery bought from
an artist for $400 and sold for
$600 to a big-city gallery that has
now priced it at $1.450. "Phenomenal," Scheiberg said.
For well-kno"''Tl artists - particular!v those who are dead the pnces can go much, much
higher. Larry Hackley, a folk-art
dealer based in Central Kentucky,
defined expensive among folk-art
pieces as $35,000 to $50,000.
Pieces by the late Edgar Tolson,
whose carved figures and canes
gained international recognition
when they come on the market,
can now go for $20,000, Hackley
said.

What is it?
What is it worth?
\\'hatever the price. it is hard
to define folk art. :--lo one much
likes the term. Maddev seems ro
have made oeace wi~h !t f0r ';y·k of
anything oe·ner: ··;: ~J:; rewer negative connotation5 ·har. a lot ,)f the

others." Among the other terms
bandied abcut are "outsider an:·
··naive art'' and ··an brut. ..
Whatever it is called n ,, largely paintings. car,;ings. car:e:-. :-culp•
rure - some of it painted with
messages - and the signature
painted stick figures of humans and
animals. Scheiberg defines the practitioners as "artists who develop
outside a fonnal environment ... Bur
in the end she simply says, .. I look
at this stuff that we have as art."
Almost as difficult is separating

art from craft. since much oi Ke1:ruckv's folk art comes out oi a craft
tradition.
~ot evetyone wants to ~et urn J
hard and fast line between the twn.
but most definitions cemer .in :he
questions of how it is !e.1med.
conceived and produced.
"Craft people learn ·This ,,
what makes a good basket.' .. Sch:c
berg said. But for an artist "the
criteria for excellence come:-· :n •r:~
inside." And if it can be mas,.
produced it is probably a cTait m,t ,1
work of art.
Crafts are by definitt,>1, hand
i,;orked even if someone pnxlucts a
hundred that look just ai:ke. Some
art forms, like can'ed ..:~mes nr
painted furniture, borrow heanlv
from the craft tradition.
·
The highest prices. though. go
these da vs to the works that set
themselves apart from the LTait
tradition for a more contemp:irary
look, whether it is a modern subject
or a new treatment. Hackley said.
"The high-end pieces are heading toward more individual type r)i
expression," he said. ··Dealers are
certainly pu:.;himr rhe mnsi: e(•..:ent:-h:
stuff."
P•ease see ART
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Backers say stadium wouldn't harm .
academics or be only for the wealthy
By SHELDON SHAFER
Staff Writer
A new football stadium would not
be just for the rich and would not
hurt University of Louisville aca•
demic programs or drain Louisville,
Jefferson County and state governments' general funds, its backers
said yesterday,
If proposals made so far are used,
the backers said, the 50,000-seat,
open-air stadium would not take
money from any current govern•
ment-funded programs and services
or require any new taxes. Toey·also
emphasized that money would not
be diverted from any other normal .
university academic expenses.
U of L football coach Howard
Schnellenberger, Alhletic Director .
Bill Olsen and banker Malcolm
Chancey, head of a stadium study
committee, talked with reporters
yesterday about the $53 million
project, hoping to allay any public
misconceptions. Chancey said he
hasn't given up on the stadium's
opening by 1995 but acknowledged
that 1996 may be more realistic.
Toe officials said the key is to
find out by around Sept. I if $15 mil•
lion can be raised up front through
the sale to lifetime purchasers of
perhaps 1,500 prime clubhouse
seats - for $5,000 to $20,000 each.
Chancey was optimistic.
, ·
· That money would reduce the
amount of a bond issue needed for
the stadium. It could be used to buy
the CSX-owned land south of the
Belknap Campus where the stadium
is proposed and perhaps hire archi·
tects and engineers.
Chancey and Olsen said the committee and U of L officials hope that
by mid-May they have a formal
marketing and sales plan and know
how many ticketlf must be sold at
what price.

He and Olsen said students and
regular fans - not just corporations
and bigwigs - will have a chance to
make pledges for season tickets.
Toe backers said at least 25 000:
seats will be available for amo~nts
close to what tickets now cost at
Cardinal Stadium. Toe choicest
1,500 seats to be sold on a lifetime
basis would be under cover and
have access to clubhouse facilities.·
Toe plan is to sell perhaps 10,000 of
the other better seats for additional
sums of $50 to $250 a year, on top
of the rejlll!ar ticket price.
:
Olsen mdicated strongly that the
lonl151Bnding policy of U of L fans
havmg to buy football season tick•
ets to get basketball season tickets
would end with the new stadium. :

Chancey said city, county and
state support would be solicited
after it is known if the $15 million·
can be obtained.
The backers want to get the city,
county and state to pledge new tax
money that the stadium would gen•
erate, estimated at $650,000 a year,
to help pay off the bond debt. That
way the project would not require
tapping general-fund money.
Chancey said the backers will re•
group if the $15 million can't be
raised, perhaps even looking anew
at renovating Cardinal Stadium .
where U of L plays now.
. . ;_
But, he said, "It's time the univer;·.
sity captained its own ship. It's time,
the community got behind the uni,
versity."
·
:
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"Western Kentucky enrollment down
BOWLING GREEN- Western Kentucky University reported that
enrollment for the spring semester totaled 14,651 students, a decrease
of 1.8 percent from the same semester in 1992.
Regi_strar Frei~ Eggleton attributed the.drop to higher mid-year
graduation _totals m 1992. She said the university graduated 80 more
students this past December than at the end of the 1991 fall semester
. The spring enrollment includes 10,188 full-time and 4,463
time students.

part:
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WKU enrollment ,dips slightly
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University report•
ed that entailment for the spring semester totaled 14,651 students,
a decrease of 1.8 percent from the same semester in 1992.
Registrar Freida Eggleton attributed the drop to higher midyear
graduation totals in 1992. She said the university graduated 80
more students this past December than at the end of the 1991 fall
semester.
Toe spring enrollment includes 10;188 full-time and 4,463 parttime students.
.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Georgian,
33, picked
to head
•
seminary
By MARK McCORMICK

Staff Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - R. Albert
Mohler Jr., the 33-year-old editor of a
theologically conservative Georgia
publication, has been chosen to succeed Roy Honeycutt as president of
the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville.
Wayne Allen, chairman of the seminary's board of trustees, made the announcement in a hastily called press
conference yesterday at the Southern
Baptist Convention headquarters in
Nashville - about a month ahead of
expectations for the announcement.
Allen and the Rev. Richard White, a
member of the presidential search
committee, said Mohler's interview
with the committee last week so impressed the committee that "there
was no reason to withhold the information any longer," White said.
Mohler, who would be the ninth
president in ihe school's 133-year history if confirmed by the board in
April, will likely undergo greater scrutiny by trustees. Allen said that an
earlier meeting, possibly in late
March, could be in the offing to speed
the process.
.
For that reason, Mohler declined to
comment on the ideological battle on
campus. For several years the trustees
have tried to guide Southern along
a more conservative path. Some
have attacked Honeycutt as a "liberal" and have insisted that faculty
teach and profess conservative doctrine.

"At this time it is my commitment
to maintain the trust of the process
of the search committee and my
first responsibility is to deal with
these issues at length with the
board of trustees," Mohler said.
But Allen was confident that the
trustees would approve Mohler,
who has strong ties to Southern,
where he earned master's and doctoral degrees. Allen said Mohler
would be the appropriate person to
lead the school and to deal with theological upheaval.

"Dr. Mohler clearly articulated
his personal vision for the institution; his statement reflected a complete knowledge of the history of
the school, a thorough understanding of the present climate of anxiety
and a conceptual course for a positive future direction;' Allen said.
Some close to the selection process said that Mohler's age - he
was the youngest candidate would be a handicap, but Allen disagreed. Mohler would be only the
fourth person to assume the presidency while in his 30s, Allen said.
"A long-tenured administration has
the most significant shaping influences on a school," he added.
Mohler apparently edged out two
other strong candidates. One was
Timothy George, dean of Samford
University's Beeson Divinity School
in Birmingham, Ala., who was associate professor of church history
and historical theology at Southern
from 1978 to 1988; he has a master
of divinity degree from Harvard.
The other was Richard Land, executive director of the Southern Baptist
Christian Llfe Commission and former vice president for academic affairs of Criswell College in Dallas.
Land has a bachelor's degree from
Princeton University, a master of divinity degree from New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary and a
Ph. D. from Oxford University.
Mohler, editor of The Christian
Index, based in Atlanta, has no
teaching or academically related administrative experience. His ties to
Southern, including a stint as a special assistant to Honeycutt, apparently made the difference.
In fact, Honeycutt, who plans to
step down Dec. 31, expressed confidence in Mohler based partly on
their previous working relationship.
"He is well-prepared academically, and though this is not a teaching
post, I think the skills, the logic and

the abilities that one develops in an:
outstanding Ph. D. program
help one in the kind of position he·
will fulfill," Honeycutt said. "! pre>
diet for him an outstanding career
as president."
Mohler said he has deep affection·
for the school.
"It is with a humble and awe-•
filled heart, but with a clear sense,
of God's direction and a firm com-·
mitment to follow His will, I accept

can.'

the nomination, Mohler said.
11

•~

Southern is "that seed bed where·
the seed of the gospel and the seeds·
of my own vocation before Go<!,
took root."
· •:
From 1983 to 1986, while Mohl.;'
was a seminary student at Southern, he worked part-time as pastor
of Union Grove Baptist Church in
Bedford, Ky. That Trimble County
church is interdenominational,
meaning the church building is
shared by the Southern Baptist anq
Christian Church denominations and Mohler got along with theni
both, according to Union Grove
deacon James Ginn.
"He was, I thought, an awful nice
fellow," Ginn said yesterday. "If.
somebody passed away here, he.
was always at the hospital or came
(to visit) with the family. He was ·
pastor to every one of us."
··
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Student group
objects to ban
on smoking
By Dottle Bean
Herald-Leader staff writer

A group of Morehead State
University students were fuming
yesterday after the university
abruptly announced a tough new
no-smoking regulation.
The new rule immediately bans
smoking in any university buildings except those with designa~
smokfr1g areas that have appropnate ventilation.
Last month, Gov. Brereton Jones
issued an emergency order banning
smoking in all state buildings, except in designated areas with adequate ventilation. The order applied
to Morehead and the seven other
state-supported universities in Kentucky.
· Universities and state agencies
were given the option of designating smoking areas in their buildings and equipping them with devices that remove secondary smoke.
Morehead officials said the university cannot afford the estimated
$100,000 it would take to set up and
equip smoking areas in buildings
that don't have them.
And unless the state legislature
gives Morehead money for the purpose in 1993-94,. the university has
no plans to equip and set up
additional smoking areas in the
future, Morehead Vice President
Porter Dailey said yesterday in a
memo announcing the regulation.
Tabatha Jones, a member of the·
Non-Traditional Eagles Society,
said members. of the student group
are angry, partly because Morehead
officials gave no warning before
telling students they will have to go
outside university buildings to
smoke.

The Eagles Society represents
students who are at least 23 years
old, or are married· or have children. ·
Jones said many of the society's
members are smokers and do not
live on campus. Between classes,
they gather in the Adron Do~
University Center and now will
have nowhere to smoke.
Residence hall rooms, family
housing and faculty or staff housing are exempt from Morehead's ·
regulation, as are private offices or
designated smoking areas that already have appropriate devices to
reµiove smoke.
The university also offered to
provide cost estimates for the appropriate smoke removal· devices to
students, faculty or staff interested
in buying their own.
..
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WKU says postal chief admits embezzling
BOWLING GREEN - The director of campus postal services at
Western Kentucky University confessed to embezzling more than
$4 300 and has been fired, the school announced yesterday.
' WK(J"administrators fired Greg Geseii who is in his 30s, Feb. 18.
Horace Johnson, police chief at the university, said U.S. postal
inspectors ran ''bait'' money orders through the on-cam~us JX!l!t
office as part of an investigation and then performed a surpnse audit
Feb. 18, which prompted Gesell's confession.
·
Gesell allegedly cashed money orders and pocketed the money,
Johnson said
. ·
Postal inspectors began taking a closer look at the WKU post
office because of two burglaries there last year. Those thefts were not
linked to Gesell but led to the investigation that caught him, Johnson
said
·· ··
-· ·
·
Gesell has not been charged-with any crime. The ~ has been
turned over to federal prosecutors and charges are pending.
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UK opens classes to public this week· -~
Classes;ranging froni: anthropology to statistics are open to the
public as the University of Kentucky continues to celebrate Arts and
Sciences Week on its Lexington- campus.
UK Aits and Sciences Distinguished Professor Doris Wilkinson
will speak at 8 pm. tonight in Seay Auditorium, Agricultural
Sciences North Building. She will lecture on challeng:es that.
universities face in the 21st century.
For a more complete listing of the events·this week, call 257-1541
or pick up a schedule outside Room 213. of Patterson Office Tower on
, UK's camJ:Ius,
.
.
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